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Abstract
Heritage language is a powerful register through which heritage as a political
construct is created and an individual’s language and ethnic identity are thereby performed.
Norwegian, the focus language of this thesis, has benefited from formal structural racism in the
form of United States immigration laws as well as pervasive white privilege which places
heritage languages of BIPOC groups at a significant disadvantage and marks speakers of those
languages as deficient. Although Norwegian has, as a result of this privileged position, been less
vulnerable to the language shift which affects many of the world’s languages, the language
ideologies which Norwegian heritage speakers in the US engage with shape languages attitudes
in ways that may be antithetical to language maintenance – the most paramount ideology in the
present study being the Critical Norwegian Listening Subject created via stancetaking. Through
qualitative data collected by participant observation and semi-structured interviews this thesis
examines how Norwegian heritage language learners engage with their language and ethnic
identities and sheds light on the factors that create discrepancies in how different HLs are treated
in the US while also exploring the barriers that learners face.
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Introduction
Communication is essential to operate and exist in any society, and although only a small
percentage of that communication is verbal, an individual’s speaking voice, including their
linguistic repertoire of registers, seems to have a substantial bearing on a person’s identity.
Heritage language is a powerful register through which heritage as a political construct is created
and an individual’s language and ethnic identity are thereby performed. Norwegian, the focus
language of this thesis, has benefited from formal structural racism in the form of United States
immigration laws as well as pervasive white privilege which places heritage languages of BIPOC
groups at a significant disadvantage and marks speakers of those languages as deficient (see, in
particular, Rosa and Flores 2017). Although Norwegian has, as a result of this privileged
position, been less vulnerable to the language shift which affects many of the world’s languages,
the language ideologies which Norwegian heritage speakers in the US engage with shape
languages attitudes in ways that may be antithetical to language maintenance. One of the most
salient aspects of culture and heritage is language; yet many of the world’s languages have fallen
victim to passive death due to lack of language maintenance in the face of globalization,
migration, and assimilation (Fishman 2001, 1-6). While heritage languages are not all necessarily
classified as endangered, there are some parallels between heritage languages and endangered
languages in terms of language policy and hegemony, the relationship between language and
identity, and the way proficiency is perceived by language learners specifically with regard to
(in)authenticity resulting in a lack of confidence in language skills.

This project explores the case of Norwegian, a heritage language spoken in the Ballard
neighborhood of Seattle, WA. Heritage language (HL) 1 communities are transplanted speech
communities that have been divorced from their parent communities via diaspora causing a
disruption in the cross-generational transfer of speech. HL loss or disuse is a common
phenomenon as communities assimilate and adopt the dominant language and culture of their
host country. As I have engaged in analysis of qualitative data collected from Norwegian
Heritage Language Learners a clear sense of a critical listening subject, a concept developed by
Inoue (2006) and further explored by Flores and Rosa (2015) as the white listening subject, has
emerged. My research uncovers another iteration of this concept – the imagined Critical
Norwegian Listening Subject (CNLS) – which sows doubt for the HL learners thereby resulting
in a lack of confidence in perceived proficiency. In a cruel twist, it is the language learners
themselves, influenced by strong language ideologies, who plant the seeds via stancetaking
which is the positionality of a speaker during the act of communication (Jaffe 2009).
Examining a non-racialized HL such as Norwegian in the Pacific Northwest may lend a
hand in heritage and endangered language revitalization efforts while also illuminating the
harsher truths surrounding the resistance to linguistic diversity, namely racism. Due to language
policy, immigration policy and systemic racism, the unmarked BIPOC HL communities such as
Latinidad in the United States that Rosa (2019) studies are more severely threatened than the
marked and indexically white HLs such as Norwegian. As evidence of this un/markedness, the
explicit expression of ethnicity through seemingly mandatory hyphenation plays a role in
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The phrase “heritage language” will be replaced with HL from this point forward.
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othering BIPOC ethnic and language identity by overtly signaling, or indexing, difference
between BIPOC and predominantly white heritage groups.
The Norwegian heritage community in Ballard has retained cultural and linguistic vitality
despite considerable outmigration. Scandinavian culture thrives in this pocket of the Pacific
Northwest as evidenced by numerous events and venues that cater to Nordic heritage such as the
Nordic Heritage Museum, the Sons of Norway Lodge, and the Scandinavian Language Institute.
In this time of globalization and assimilation understanding HL maintenance offers vital clues
for maintaining global linguistic diversity. This in-depth look at language identity and ideology
in the Norwegian HL speech community sheds light on the factors that create discrepancies in
how different HLs are treated in the US while also exploring the barriers that learners face such
as perceived authenticity which manifests as a self-made listening subject. To understand how
the CNLS came to fruition, it is paramount to explore the history of language both in Norway
and the United States.

3

Chapter 1: Background
Norwegians in the Pacific Northwest
According to Haugen (1969), the majority of Norwegian immigration to America
occurred between 1825-1928 which Haugen termed the century of migration. Incitements to
immigration varied but all boiled down to the overarching concept of social betterment.
According to Haugen, there was no great depression, no famine, no mass catastrophe that caused
Norwegians to seek refuge in the New World, rather immigration served as a chance to escape
inhibiting issues such as lack of land ownership or religious freedom. A brief history of politics
in Scandinavia is discussed later in this chapter.
The ship on which the first Norwegians traveled was named “Restauration,” and she may
have been small, but she marked the great migration across the Atlantic Ocean for these
Scandinavian people. Though Norwegian migration began on October 9, 1825, when the
Restauration docked in New York; the Pacific Northwest did not see these Nordic people until
some 74 years later in 1899 when they sought after what they perceived as the last frontier of
untouched America – a perception which serves as an intentional effort to supplant native people
with white immigrants such as these Scandinavians. Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and most
markedly, Washington, saw an intense influx of Norwegian immigrants at the turn of the 20 th
century. According to the census circa 1940, Washington state housed roughly 4.24% or 73,569
of the first and second-generation Norwegian Americans living in America at the time – Seattle
had the greatest number of these immigrants in Washington, a reported 9,854 (Haugen 1969, 31).
Norwegians and other Scandinavians of immigrant backgrounds still populate Seattle, WA
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especially the bustling neighborhood of Ballard where Scandinavian heritage is recognized and
celebrated.

Figure 1 Map of Seattle, WA with the Ballard neighborhood selected.

The Nordic Heritage Museum sits in the heart of the Ballard neighborhood and offers
history and culture to the public. The museum also houses the Scandinavian Language Institute
where the public can take classes in various Scandinavian languages starting at the beginning
level (Nordic Heritage Museum, n.d.). Additionally, the Sons of Norway Leif Erikson Lodge in
Ballard is a staple of the PNW Norwegian community. The lodge was not only the first Sons of
Norway lodge in Washington, established May 13, 1903; but it is part of the largest Norwegian
American organization in the world (Leif Erikson Lodge 2018). The lodge hosts community
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meetings, potlucks, and special events year-round especially the annual Syttende Mai
celebration.
The History of Syttende Mai
The history of Norway in Scandinavia is riddled with hegemonic power struggles.
Norway remained under Danish rule for centuries until the Kiel Treaty of 1814 between
Denmark and Sweden which transferred Norway “from Danish to Swedish royal rule without
consent of any Norwegian” thereby igniting insurrection in Norway leading to the creation of the
Norwegian Constitution in May of 1814 (Berg 2020, 1). On May 17, 1814, the Norwegian
Constitution was signed at Eidsvoll, Norway (17 th of May, 2018) and established Norway as a
separate kingdom with its own Parliament and military but later that year in November, Sweden
invaded Norway to enforce the Kiel Treaty resulting in a Charles XIII, a Swedish man, to be
appointed as king of Norway thereby creating the “United Kingdoms of Sweden and Norway”
(Berg 2020, 1-2). Nearly 90 years later in 1905, the union between Norway and Sweden was
eliminated allowing Norway to become truly independent. Regardless, May 17, 1814 is marked
as Norwegian Constitution Day or Syttende Mai (“Seventeenth of May”) and is celebrated by
Norwegians globally. Each year since 1974, Ballard has been home to the largest Syttende Mai
celebration outside of Norway which includes a parade, vendors, and live music (17 th of May,
2018). Later in chapter 6, I explore some of the rich data I observed when I attended the Syttende
Mai celebration.
Culturally charged festivities like Syttende Mai, or the Christmas celebration in
December called Julebord, are revelries of Norwegian heritage – especially regarding the
Norwegian language. These events are intensive, immersive contexts of Norwegian American
language identity at work. For Norwegian Americans in Ballard, maintaining a connection to
6

Norway is vital to linguistic and ethnic identity. Such connections are maintained through travel
groups organized by the Scandinavian Language Institute and by means of the Syttende Mai
celebration which typically includes dignitaries from Norway. Most notably in the present study,
HL learning serves as a bridge between ethnic identity and the political entity of Norway.
Defining Heritage Language
There are myriad nuanced ways to define HL and HL learner as evidenced by the
amalgamation of definitions collected in Peyton, Ranard & McGinnis (2001). In such volume,
according to Valdés (2005), foreign language educators define a HL learner as someone who has
been “raised in a home where a non-English language is spoken” and “who speaks or merely
understands the heritage language, and who is to some degree bilingual in English and the
heritage language” (38). I argue that a HL learner need not have any command over the language
or be able to understand it nor should they need to come from a home where the HL is spoken.
To impose strict guidelines as such eliminates individuals vital to understanding HL education,
revitalization, and maintenance.
As for HL itself, I will consider HLs as “LOTEs (languages other than English) …with
which individuals have a personal connection” such as a monolingual English-speaking
Norwegian American who considers Norwegian their HL (Fishman, 2001, 81). Furthermore, I
adopt the notion that “heritage languages include indigenous languages that are often endangered
and in danger of disappearing (Scots Gaelic, Maori, Romani) as well as world languages that are
commonly spoken in many other regions of the world (Spanish in the United States, Arabic in
France)” and both categories are essential to HL research (Valdés 2005, 411).
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Differences between HLs are visible in the way that some do not undergo scrutiny or face
barriers to progress due to underlying systemic and hegemonic ideologies such as those
experienced by the New Northwest High School (NNHS) Latinx students in Rosa’s (2019) study
of Latinidad in Chicago, IL. The NNHS students are, for the most part, not Spanish learners but
instead identified (or mis-identified) by the school as Spanish speakers who are then by flawed
logic not considered fluent English speakers thereby highlighting one such hegemonic ideology.
The issue in terms of the racialized US language ideology is that people who are associated by
appearance with Spanish (“looking like a language”) or who are associated with BIPOC-ness by
their language (“sounding like a race”) are seen as necessarily deficient with regard to English
(Rosa 2019). Their fluency is erased, simply not heard, denied to them.
Norwegian speakers are not imagined to be deficient in English and for native Norwegian
speakers there is not the same insinuation of deficiency that by speaking Norwegian someone is
less intelligent or inherently incapable of fluency in English. Further, Norwegian Americans are
not automatically assumed to speak Norwegian like the NNHS students are presumed to speak
Spanish simply because the language Norwegian Americans “look like” indexes whiteness.
Norwegian language, like Norwegian identity, seems additive, always a benefit and not a
deficiency. It is this notion of defectiveness, attached to people of color speaking Spanish or
AAVE, that is the raciolinguistic language ideology in action. It is also in action when white
Norwegians are not seen as deficient for being associated with a language other than English
because Northern European HLs like Norwegian are aligned with the dominant side of this
hegemonic language ideology. The basis for the unbalanced view of Norwegian and other
Northern European languages in the US as more favorable stems from the historical structuring
of immigration that which benefited Northern European peoples and blatantly discriminated
8

against non-Northern European nations such as Asian and African countries as evidenced by
quotas enacted in the Immigration Act of 1924 which are perpetuated to this day.
There is an intersection here between a raciolinguistic lens, which iconizes both language
and even the potential for language, and the ideological connection between language and
national identity. Fishman (2001) addresses this intersection when he says, “the Western world
has had a love affair with its own languages for over two centuries” (2), and I think it is obvious
when we look through a raciolinguistic lens that Fishman’s “Western world” is white. That love
affair shapes the language ideology within which Norwegian in the US context is a different HL
from Spanish or Vietnamese even though all three are associated with modern nations.
Furthermore, the discrepancies of how HLs are treated are evidenced by the availability
of resources for language learning and the presence of a community of practice for culturally
important experiences associated with the HL. For example, in the Ballard neighborhood of
Seattle, WA there is the Scandinavian Language Institute (SLI) available to all who want to
study Norwegian regardless of heritage which resides in the Nordic Museum situated just blocks
from the Sons of Norway Leif Erikson Lodge and the Scandinavian Specialties store. The SLI
even offers online courses for people interested in studying Scandinavian languages but cannot
afford to live in the Ballard area thereby helping spread language and culture to HL learners with
a geological disadvantage. There are a multitude of resources and venues for HL learners of
Norwegian, and throughout my study the barrier of race that Rosa (2019) encounters was a
nonissue.
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On Language Policy
Language is an essential tool for communicating explicitly, and dominant languages hold
an immense amount of symbolic power which as Bourdieu (1991) defines is “that invisible
power which can be exercised only with the complicity of those who do not want to know that
they are subject to it or even that they themselves exercise it” (164). To be complicit in harmful
language policies and attitudes, whether part of the dominant or subordinate language group, is
to perpetuate institutionalized prejudice. In this section, I aim to contextualize my research in the
surrounding linguistic community by examining current and historical language policies in both
the present diasporic location (United States) and that of the HL’s ancestral origins (Norway). To
fully comprehend the reasons behind HL or reversing language shift education success, it is
imperative to understand the background of the language in question and how it has been and is
currently affected by policy. Language policies often have harmful effects on minority languages
which include diasporic, marked HLs such as Spanish in the United States (Kroskrity 2000).
While examining attitudes toward Norwegian language learning and use, I found residual
evidence of hegemonic policies regarding minority languages. I inspect the significance of
historical language policies in both Norway and the United States, compare such polities and
attitudes to those of the NNHS Latinx students that Rosa (2019) studies, and discuss how these
discrepancies inform the iconized connection between identity and language.
Language Policy in Norway
History of language policy in Norway indicates a strive toward hegemonic language
standardization. In 1878, Norwegian parliamentary rule determined that teachers were required
to manipulate their own language skills to better match those of the children they were
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instructing (Huss 2008), this regulation is still in effect today (Bandle et al 2005). Unfortunately,
much like Silverstein’s (2003) standard registers, this law only protected varieties of Norwegian,
not minority languages such as the Native Norwegian language of Sámi. A period of
‘Norwegianisation’ occurred from the mid-1800s until the 1960s when the Sámi and other
minority peoples were forced to assimilate (Todal 1998). Gradually, the Sámi language and
culture were increasingly accepted resulting in Sámi becoming an official language in specific
townships of Norway on January 1, 1992, allowing students to choose Sámi as their first or
second language in school (Todal 1998). The creation of the Charter for Regional or Minority
Languages (Charter, for short) in 1992 began an age of ratification of previous minority language
policies in Northern Europe (Huss 2008). Given that Sámi had already been accepted as an
official language, Norway focused on another minority language, Kven. Although technically of
Finnish origins, Norway recognized Kven as an official language of its own because it was
cultivated and maintained in Norway therefore it was seen as an essential and official part of the
Norwegian cultural landscape (Huss 2008).
Other Norwegian language policies have also been problematic such as the case of the
dual official orthographies. Haugen (1961) explores the issues on Norwegian language planning
specifically with regard to finding a standardized orthography and the persisting debate between
Nynorsk (“new Norwegian”) and Bokmål (“book language”). The discrepancy in orthographic
systems arose from the liberation of Norway from Danish rule in 1814 after three centuries
(Bandle et al. 2005, 1984). With only spoken word, Norwegians needed to decide to either adapt
the Danish orthography with Norwegian words – resulting in Bokmål – or create an entirely new
orthography (Nynorsk). Unable to agree on one path, Norway ended up with two official
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orthographies. Historically, Norwegian language policies created an air of uncertainty regarding
language.
Language Policy in the United States
The United States differs from many other countries regarding language politics in that it
does not have an official national language policy (Center for Applied Linguistics, n.d.).
However, policies concerning minority languages include the Bilingual Education Act of 1968
which added the Title VII to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (Schmidt
2000). The amended act of 1968 served to protect minority immigrant language speakers such as
Spanish speaking Latinos from falling behind in school due to a lower intelligibility level of
English – in fact, these communities are specifically mentioned as the reasoning for the
amendment thereby marking difference and beginning the racialization of language. However,
the language policy would prove to be more symbolic than anything else as it was not enacted to
support a future bilingual society but rather to rid the minority groups of their HLs because many
policy makers and educational systems viewed those HLs as barriers to a fully monolingual,
assimilated, English-speaking America.
Fights over minority language policies lasted years and in 1978, Congress explicitly and
in no uncertain terms stated that heritage minority languages were only to be used “…to the
extent necessary to allow a child to achieve competence in the English language” (Gray et al. as
quoted in Schmidt 2000, 14). Policies have not changed much in the last four decades, after a
brief time of hollow support for accommodating languages other than English in schools, “since
the nineties, the English-only movement has reversed most of those gains, and currently 28 states
have English-only policies” (Center for Applied Linguistics, n.d.). Support and funding have
waxed and waned, educators and politicians continue to fight over whether minority languages
12

should be maintained alongside the learning of English but all in all, English as the dominant
language casts a wide shadow over all other languages in the United States.
BIPOC HL vs White HL
The racialization of language in the United States comes from “national educational
language policies, as well as various English-only movements, [that] are linked to language
ideologies that frame the United States as a nation in which standardized English is and should
be the nation’s only official language” thereby alienating and marking speakers with deviations
from the standard as less than ideal (Rosa 2019, 133). Given the history of language policy in the
United States, specifically around Latino bilingual language education, individuals with a
heritage rooted in BIPOC communities are marked regardless of if they speak standard English
perfectly or even have never spoken their HL. Conversely, Scandinavian descendants like
Norwegians are not marked based on perceived race, rather Northern European HLs powerfully
index whiteness. HL learners of indexically white languages do not face racism as a barrier to
language learning as the students in Rosa’s (2019) study do. Santa Ana (2002) states that English
language policies in the United States have resulted in the perception that any non-English
registers are thereby “foreign, native, or indigenous languages, regardless of where the speakers
live” demonstrating an active othering of deviations from the standard (as quoted in Rosa, 2019,
134). This othering coupled with ongoing systemic racism in United States is encompassed in
Rosa & Flores’ (2017) concept of raciolinguistics which analyzes how certain languages are
judged and held to the standard of Northern European languages.
Further, language standardization is tightly linked to languagelessness which is the
ideology that racializes nonstandard language users “by framing them as incapable of producing
any legitimate language” (Rosa 2016, author emphasis). Norwegian American HL learners are
13

not subjected to this prejudice because they already (assumedly) have a handle on the dominant
language in the US and are not relying on Norwegian as a major form of daily communication.
Also, Norwegian American HL learners are attempting to speak a language that is dominant in
the affiliated political entity of Norway and both English and Norwegian benefit from power and
privilege. There is undeniable power operating behind Norwegian and other Northern European
languages. HL learners of dominant languages like Norwegian do not experience the
racialization that other HL communities undergo and are not subjected to the category of
languagelessness. The history of immigration in the US sheds light on the unbalanced power
dynamics among HLs.
To Hyphenate or Not to Hyphenate: Immigration Policy in the US
Immigration policy in the United States is historically confounded and remains so to this
day. For a century after the founding of America, immigration was not restricted; yet when the
government began to regulate immigration it was “explicitly biased against particular
nationalities” including Asian, Asian Pacific and Latino immigrants (Ewing 2012, 1). Henry
Laughlin was a large proponent for Eugenics and worked on the Immigration Act of 1924 in
which immigration quotas were first passed in the United States that severely favored Northern
European countries (Hasian, 2000). Laughlin was appointed the title of “congressional Eugenics
expert” in 1920 thereby awarding him a platform from which to spew venous statements about
the higher worth of Nordic Americans compared to their “immigrant counterparts” and influence
the unbalanced quotas (Hasian 2000, 169).
When quotas were imposed in 1924, they favored Northern European immigrants; and
those from Latin America would not be included in such quotas until 1965 which did not account
for the individual Latin American countries until over a decade later in 1976 (Ewing 2012).
14

Despite a history of economic reliance on Mexican economy and workers, United States
immigration laws remain more stringent on Mexican immigrants than other nationalities. Also, in
1882, the Chinese Exclusion Act prevented incoming Chinese immigrants for 10 years and
deported any perceived Chinese immigrants deemed unlawful. This law was renewed in both
1892 and 1902 with no explicit end date on the latter (Ewing 2012). Furthermore, immigrants
categorized as undesirable such as sex workers, criminals, and individuals diagnosed with certain
contagious diseases also experienced discrimination under immigration policies. Using the tools
of policy and power, certain immigrant groups have been systemically iconized resulting in
inherent prejudice where the linguistic feature of immigrant is linked to only specific groups
(Irvine and Gal 2000).
Given this iconization, the question of whether or not to hyphenate Norwegian-American,
Mexican-American, Italian-American, etc. becomes a semiotic feature intrinsically linked to
groups of people from particular ethnic backgrounds. That is to say, due to benefitting from the
racism of immigration, Americans with a Norwegian or Italian background are not forced to
identify with that ethnicity but rather have the choice to hyphenate or not and vacillate between
identities in different situations. Additionally, when Americans with an indexically white
heritage choose to identify with that heritage, it does not hold the same weight as the hyphenate
with which other groups are saddled. Numerous studies (Rumbaut 1994; Carter 2005) prove an
indexical link between American-ness and whiteness through first-hand accounts from
Americans with a non-white heritage (as cited in Golash-Boza 2006). Further, American as an
identity is an unmarked category of whiteness as evidenced by a study of newspaper articles that
Feagin (2014) presents in which the term “white Americans” was only present in contrast with
marked, non-white racialized categories of Americans such as “African Americans” (96).
15

Americans of Norwegian descent can choose to use the term Norwegian American to
strengthen their ethnic identity whereas, regardless of the explicit hyphen or not, that markedness
always persists for certain immigrant groups and serves as a bind which ties those individuals to
their ethnicity to their detriment and forces them to continue to be victims of systemic racism
based on their perceived race and assumed immigration status. For example, Golash-Boza
presents cases that show how “Hispanics who do experience discrimination are less likely to selfidentify as American because this discrimination increases their awareness of their non-white
status in the United States” (2006, 29). The agency of non-white immigrants to choose how they
identify is stripped away through a history of policies favoring people of white European
ancestry; even individuals who are native-born Americans with a perceived non-white
appearance experience the weight of the hyphenate and the racism it carries.
The automatic hyphenation shows the discrepancies in how indexically white vs. nonwhite heritages are treated in the US. Heritage is a consumer-driven political construct
(Ashworth 1994) that favors the groups who are viewed as fitting into the hegemonic
raciolinguistic ideology in the US where the dominant group is necessarily shared by those for
whom Northern European heritage is a key element in White Nationalism. Due to the
complexities involved in the role of heritage and hyphenation in identity and language, I am not
able to fully delve into this concept as it would be another thesis in itself. I have noted the
concepts here to acknowledge them and will address them briefly in later sections as they apply
to my data analysis, but the main focus of the present study is the language ideologies in the
Norwegian American HL community, the most prominent of which is the Critical Norwegian
Listening Subject.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework
The Listening Subject
The main basis for my concept of the Critical Norwegian Listening Subject comes from
Inoue (2006) who develops the concept of a listening subject with regard to Japanese language
ideologies by examining the interaction between schoolgirls in Japan and the “impossible ideal”
of the male modern subject (178). In the article, Inoue describes how Japanese schoolgirls who
are positioned as “daughters of the elite” challenge the societal pressure to perform language,
and thereby identity, in what is perceived as the correct way by using what is considered vulgar
speech – named as such because the language in question would typically be used by sex
workers or has been determined to be ungrammatical (2006, 159). In this instance, the
schoolgirls have deviated from the ideological and hegemonic expectations of language use
which creates frustration for the male modern subject who deems it “‘unpleasant-to-the-ear’
precisely because it is a (distorted) double of his voice” (Inoue 2006, 178). This concept of the
distorted double uncovers alterity or otherness within himself to the listener, illuminating his
inability to ever reach that impossible ideal of the male modern subject. Inoue suggests that the
male hears a displaced and distorted mirroring of himself. The listening subject is an ideological
concept that criticizes language use by others due to imagined deviances or insecurities.
Flores & Rosa (2015) take the concept of the listening subject and put it through their
concept of a raciolinguistic lens to examine how Spanish is treated within the context of
education for long-term English learners, HL learners, and Standard English learners. Following
in Inoue (2006)’s footsteps, Flores & Rosa examine racialized ideologies of listening subjects
rather than focusing solely on speaking subjects to highlight the issues with the appropriateness-
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based language education models which use “standardized linguistics practices as objective sets
of linguistic forms that are understood to be appropriate for academic settings (2015, 150).
Silverstein (2003) discusses such standardized linguistic practices, referring to them as standard
registers, and explains how such a register (i.e. English) is “hegemonic in the sense that
ideologically it constitutes the ‘‘neutral’’ top-and-center of all variability that is thus around-andbelow it” (219). As an additive approach, the appropriateness-based models are miles ahead of
the subtractive approaches; but they still impose unrealistic, racist ideological expectations on
language learners to match a hegemonic standard register.
Flores & Rosa take the heat off of the language learners, the speaking subjects, for not
achieving ideal proficiency in the standard register and instead impose the onus of perceived
deviance (from the Standard form) on the listening subject. An example given is that of accents
where Flores & Rosa espouse that appropriateness-based models with standard or academic
language forms must be seen as racialized ideological perceptions because “while
appropriateness-based models advocate teaching language-minoritized students to enact the
linguistic practices of the white speaking subject when appropriate, the white listening subject
often continues to hear linguistic markedness and deviancy regardless of how well languageminoritized students model themselves after the white speaking subject” (2015, 152). The ugly
truth is that as long as the white listening subject sits in judgement over language speakers,
English and other language education will continue to be prejudiced. Like the Japanese men that
Inoue (2006) discusses, the white listening subject is a stance taken by an audience who hears
errors and deficiencies where none exist.
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Stance: Creating the Critical Norwegian Listening Subject
While discussing how individual identities relate to stancetaking in discourse and
language use, Jaffe (2009) explains that “individuals automatically invoke a constellation of
associated social identities” on both themselves and their interlocutors (8). I posit it is possible
for individuals to imagine another listening subject entity via stancetaking and give it the identity
of the Critical Norwegian Listening Subject – another iteration of the concepts (Inoue 2006;
Flores & Rosa 2015) described in the previous section. The CNLS entity as a whole is not
considered an interlocutor but rather an ideological perspective. While the above concepts
explore how outside forces create listening subjects – Japanese men in Inoue (2006) and
racialized education models in Flores & Rosa (2015) – HL learners of Norwegian create an
imaginary entity by taking an epistemic stance and using it to create the listening subject and
take the pressure off of them by shifting “the location of epistemic authority from the individual
to the societal level” (Jaffe 2009, 7). I use the term imagined in the way that Anderson (2006)
uses it to discuss nations which are imagined “because the members of even the smallest nation
will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the
minds of each lives the image of their communion” (6). In the case of Norwegian, the CNLS
exists collectively and separately in the minds of the HL learners as an ideological given without
having to ever hear or see it. Given that Norwegian HL learners do not all exist and learn in the
same classroom, or in a classroom at all for that matter, they independently create a CNLS based
on pressure to adhere to standard language expectations such as those Silverstein (2003)
discusses while also appearing Norwegian enough to speak the language with confidence. The
existence of a CNLS then gives HL learners something within society to point to and transfer
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epistemic authority to in order to take pressure off themselves when they cannot perform HL use
fluently (an unrealistic expectation for any language learner).
I suggest that the Norwegian HL learner creates the CNLS out of fear of creating a
similar distorted double like the modern male subject (Inoue, 2006) therefore they deny
themselves confidence because they perceive an indexical relationship between language,
individual identity and overall Norwegian-ness. In a language learning environment outside of
the formal educational structure, Norwegian HL learners take on the role of both speaking and
listening subject as Inoue describes by oscillating between the two stances. Rather than have
confidence and pride in whatever amount of the language they have learned, while taking on the
listening subject persona, HL learners perceive deviance of the speaking subject from what they
would consider “good” Norwegian. In seeing a distorted, perverted double of the ideal
Norwegian speaker, the HL learner thereby shoots down any confidence they may have as a
speaking subject. Furthermore, unlike Flores & Rosa’s (2015) institutionally constructed white
listening subject, Norwegian HL learners are operating under the ideological, imagined listening
subject that they create through the stance of needing to emulate enough Norwegian-ness to call
themselves Norwegian speakers. Like the snake eating its tail this results in a cycle of self-doubt
that causes even the more experienced Norwegian HL speakers to report a lack of confidence in
their skills as will be evident in the discussion of Language Attitudes in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3: Methods and Context
I began my research by performing participant observation starting on May 17, 2018 at
the annual Syttende Mai celebration in the Ballard neighborhood of Seattle, WA. I conducted
semi-structured interviews in the summer of 2018 which concluded in September. Other notable
experiences of participant-observation that year were the Sons of Norway Leif Erikson Lodge
membership meeting on June 13, the Trollhaugen Steak Fry on July 14, Norwegian language
classes at the Scandinavian Language Institute from October through November, and the
Christmas party or Julebord at the Sons of Norway Leif Erikson Lodge on December 8. The final
event I attended was the 2019 Syttende Mai celebration in Ballard where both participant
observation and informal interviews proved fruitful.
Throughout the data collection process, I performed autoethnography as a supplemental
method. Given that I am a second-generation Norwegian American attempting to learn my HL
and armed with the tools of a linguistic anthropologist, any epiphanies I experienced during
interviews, language classes, and participatory research events were instances of language
identity that may apply to other Norwegian American HL learners. For example, when I
discovered I had been mispronouncing “Syttende Mai” with native Norwegian speakers, I felt a
sense of shame and lack of confidence in my Norwegian language skills which resulted in a
perceived lessening of Norwegian-ness in my identity. I spoke with a couple interview subjects
about similar instances of mispronunciation evidencing a shared experience.
The first method of data collection I chose was participant observation to observe how
Norwegian is used at regular events such as meetings and potlucks at the Sons of Norway lodge.
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These observations paint a picture of the environment surrounding the HL which offers insights
about language ideologies and attitudes regarding the language.
Semi-structured interviews, my main source of qualitative data for analysis, serve to
illuminate salient patterns regarding HL proficiency and confidence within the Norwegian
American community of practice through individual accounts that are rich with language
identity, ideology, and attitudes. I focus the interviews on Norwegian Americans who have a
history of or currently speak some degree of Norwegian. Initially, in an attempt to narrow my
research criteria, I aimed to speak with just those individuals who fall into my definition of 2 nd
and 3rd generation Norwegian American; but through my research I ended up speaking with
people from varying generations spanning from generation 0 – those who were born in Norway –
to 3rd generation Norwegian Americans. By widening my criteria, I ended up speaking with a
diverse group of subjects – some were born in Norway, some knew only the words they learned
as children, one subject was not even Norwegian but insisted on participating because her
husband did. By including a variety of subjects, I allowed for a richer ethnographic perspective
on Norwegian as a HL.
In my analysis and discussion, I code each interview subject with their heritage and their
generation (for example, (NorAm, Gen. 2)). For the purposes of this study the generations will be
defined as such: a 1st generation Norwegian American will be defined as someone who has one
of more parents born in Norway, a 2nd generation Norwegian American will be defined as
someone who has one or more foreign born grandparents; and a 3 rd generation Norwegian
American will be someone who has one or more foreign born great-grandparents, and so forth. A
subject born in Norway themselves will be considered part of generation 0.
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I set out with a target of at least 20 subjects, ending with 15 interviews in total. I recorded
each interview using a Dictopro audio recorder and posed questions from an interview guide 2
where I scratched down notes. The location of these interviews varied from the Starbucks on 3 rd
and Seneca in downtown Seattle to the Trollhaugen Lodge off of Exit 62 in the Cascade
Mountains. Some degree of Norwegian language use or interest in learning Norwegian was
established prior to the start of the interview; and further examination of the confidence level, or
perceived proficiency, of Norwegian language skills were addressed in the interview 3. The
geographical focus of this study was the notoriously Scandinavian neighborhood of Ballard in
Seattle, WA. This particular neighborhood was the geographical focal point of data collection
and research because it has a deep-rooted Nordic culture that has been present for more than a
century (http://www.visitballard.com). In June of 2018, I became a member of the Sons of
Norway Lodge for my own purposes, I did not need to become a member to enter these private
venues as I was allowed so long as I was invited. It was not a requirement for any of my
interview subjects to be a member of the Sons of Norway or to even frequent any of the
Scandinavian venues mentioned above – these places were mostly for participant observation
although they were instrumental in spreading the word about my research so I could obtain
interview subjects.
During my participatory research at the Sons of Norway Leif Erikson Lodge membership
meeting on June 13, 2018, I found my first interview subject. Through similar circumstances at
events such as the Trollhaugen Steak Fry that July and word-of-mouth I found my remaining 12

2

A copy of the interview guide can be found in the Appendix.
Due to the direct nature of some questions, I asked, it is possible that some answers may not have been what an
interview subject actually felt. For example, the directness of my question “How confident are you in your
Norwegian language skills?” may have lent itself to lower reported confidence levels than if I had gleaned the
information organically through less explicit, more open-ended questions.
3
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subjects. Snowball sampling was integral to finding interviewees, one of my subjects was very
active in the Norwegian community in Ballard and was well connected so he set me up with
multiple subjects. A couple of my interviewees gave me contact information for their friends or
gave their friends my email so I could interview them as well.
I transcribed each interview, and all digital data was stored on a password protected
computer as required by the WWU Research Compliance. Identifying demographic information
of subjects was kept separate from interview recordings and transcriptions. Each interview
subject was assigned a numerical code which is verbally stated at the beginning of each
interview and a pseudonym which I assigned later during data analysis. Consent forms with
names and signatures were kept safely in a locked office at all times. I include some
demographic information about the subjects such as heritage and degrees of generational
separation as explained earlier.
The main data analysis tools I used were detailed descriptions of each interview and
tables I created with Microsoft Excel such as the one seen in Figure 2 below 4:

Interview #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Amount Known
Few words
Can converse
Fluent
n/a
Beer drinking songs only
n/a
Can converse
Few words
A little
Few words
Fluent
None anymore
Few words
Few words
A little
Some

Data Set #2 - Manner of Learning & Confidence (at time of interview)
Manner of Learning
Length of Use
Describes Confidence As
Family
Entire life
Very confident
Formal schooling
Nearly 60 years
Medium
Family
Entire life
Positive
n/a
n/a
n/a
Family/Friends
Not mentioned
None
n/a
n/a
n/a
Family & Formal schooling Entire life
Reasonably confident
Family
Entire life
Pretty good
SLI/Formal
10 years
Not so good
Family
Entire life
Zero
Family/Immersion
Entire life/Lived in Norway Fluent with an American accent
Formal schooling
A few years
Good then, can't speak it now
Choir
22 years
Poor
Choir
40 years
Pretty confident with pronunciation
Family/Formal schooling
Entire life
Very poor
Family/Formal schooling
Entire life
Low for speaking, better for reading/listening

Closest Norwegian Speaking Relative (if known)
Grandmother
Father
Himself - from Norway
n/a
Grandparents
n/a
Mother
Grandfather
Great grandfather
Grandfather
Parents
Parents
Grandparents
Mother
Grandmother
Grandmother

Figure 2 Table of data from interview subjects

4

Due to a technology issue, interview 6 was a blank recording but remains in place to maintain the correct codes
assigned to each interviewee – I identified the subject in recording #7 as subject #7 with the code 1027 therefore to
avoid mistaken analysis, I will keep #6 as a placeholder.
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I used these tools to compare interview subjects with regard to perceived HL proficiency,
proximity to a native Norwegian speaker, and confidence in speaking Norwegian. In total, the
data I collected was 15 semi-structured interviews, 6 autoethnographic language classes, and 5
participant observation events. Due to the nature of qualitative ethnographic work, I found that
analyzing and coding the data myself was more efficient and beneficial than using any software
program.
At the beginning of my research one of the biggest limitations was finding interview
subjects. When I spoke with Julie (NorAm, Gen. 2) I inquired about her hesitation to participate
in my study, and she told me it was because she (and others) assumed I was going to test their
Norwegian language skills. After this first interview it became easier to find subjects once I
clarified what I was setting out to do with my interviews. This fear seems to be the work of the
CNLS which may have resulted in less subjects to interview due to ambiguity of marketing
materials5.

5

A copy of the flyer used to market the semi-structured interviews may be found in the Appendix.
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Chapter 4: Norwegian American language identity
Language Identity
Language identity is the performative way in which individuals communicate with the
world in conjunction with their sense of self. This communication can be via languages, dialects,
or multimodality (Block 2014). Within language identity lives mimesis and alterity – two
especially essential concepts to discuss when looking at immigrant-background communities.
Mimesis means sameness – such as immigrants attempting to identify with the dominant
community – and alterity is differentness – as portrayed by immigrants upholding their heritage
cultures in contrast with the dominant community (Taussig 1993). To fully define Norwegian
American language identity in the Pacific Northwest, a look into the relationship between
mimesis and alterity is useful. Additionally, an understanding of the language ideologies within
the community is equally important because language identity as a performance can index
language ideologies which I will explore in specific instances in Chapter 5.
HL research to date focuses mainly on the relationship between HL proficiency and
ethnic identity, leaving language identity and ideologies by the wayside. In a study of 30 secondgeneration Korean American college students, Kang and Kim (2012) explore the relationship
between perceived and actual HL competence, or proficiency, in relation to ethnic identity. The
results of the study yield a strong correlation between perceived and actual HL competence - the
more proficient an individual was, the more proficient they ranked themselves. Furthermore, the
stronger a student’s HL skills (perceived and actual), the stronger that individual identified with
their heritage ethnic identity. In a study of 414 ninth-grade students with Latino and Asian
immigrant backgrounds, Oh and Fuligni (2010) look at the role of HL proficiency and language
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use patterns in the development of ethnic identity and find that higher HL proficiency (selfreported) marks a deeper connection with ethnic identity. Lee (2013) studies 7 five-to-six-yearold Korean American children qualitatively via interviews with the parents and children along
with informal notes taken by the author during a year of teaching the subjects in school. The
findings show that attitudes of immigrant parents toward their children developing HL
proficiency shapes the cultural identities of Korean American children; and that contacts in the
children’s world who are not from the same ethnic group, such as peers and teachers, can play a
crucial role in developing cultural identity as well.
Goble (2020) presents research on linguistic self-confidence, akin to perceived
proficiency in the present study, and suggests that confidence “might be enhanced during
ideologically charged identity work in non-educational settings” via stancetaking (251). Given
that the Norwegian HL learners I spoke with included such ideologically charged identity work
via heritage central events or historical knowledge and reverence of Norway, here is where the
present study comes into play. An example of such a heritage-rich event is the Trollhaugen Steak
Fry I attended in July 2018 where participants performed identity work by sporting Norwegian
flags, speaking Norwegian, performing the Norwegian table prayer, and drinking aquavit 6.
Theoretical emphasis thus far has been on ethnic identity rather than linguistic; a gap in
research this study aims to narrow. It is important to distinguish between ethnic and language
identity. Block defines ethnic identity as, “shared history, descent, belief systems, practices,
language and religion, all associated with a cultural group” (2014, 50). When compared to the
above definition of language identity, the two concepts work together but they are not integrally

6

A Scandinavian spirit distilled from grain or potato with a flavor profile heavy on caraway and dill.
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connected to one another. This means that one can identify with a particular ethnic group without
speaking the language associated with said group and language skills can be developed in a nonHL which lends to language identity regardless of ethnicity. For example, a native English
speaker with no French heritage can learn the language and use it to communicate even if they
identify with an entirely separate ethnic identity. When taking a linguistic anthropological
approach, it is useful to look at both concepts but keep a focus on language identity as it relates
to language ideologies held within the HL learner community of practice in the PNW.
Language Ideology
I find that a mélange of both Irvine’s (1989) and Silverstein’s (1979) definitions of
language ideology provides the richest exploration of the concept. Silverstein (1979)’s definition
of language ideologies as “sets of beliefs about language articulated by users as a rationalization
or justification of perceived language structure and use” (193) fits well with my work because I
am looking at the attitudes and views that my interview subjects articulate regarding their HL
learning and usage in the context of being Norwegian in the Pacific Northwest. Irvine (1989)
espouses language ideology as “the cultural system of ideas about social and linguistic
relationships, together with their loading of moral and political interests” (255) which offers
another facet of ideology that Silverstein fails to address which is essential for my research in the
Norwegian American community because it addresses the social and political aspects that have
important effects on ideologies.
By contextualizing language use in the speech community, I am able to look past the
purely referential functions of language and explore the deep connections that language use
shares with both individual and group identity and the social and political aspects that shape
those identities. Through my data collection I found that one of the most salient language
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ideologies HL learners of Norwegian hold is that the CNLS which they create themselves
determines how confident they allow themselves to be about their Norwegian language skills and
the degree of Norwegian-ness they may experience individually.
Language identity and ideologies operate in Norwegian American HL learners where a
symbiotic relationship between mimesis and alterity exists for individuals as a supportive and
complementary performance of language identity speech acts. Meaning, these individuals
perform mimesis inherently because they are living in the dominant American community; yet
simultaneously those same subjects are performing alterity every time they speak Norwegian, put
on a bunad7, or eat lutefisk8. Furthermore, language ideologies can be indexed via the

Figure 3 My farmor (“father’s mother”) named Olaug Sommerhaug at the Julebørd
(“Christmas table”) in her bunad.
Photo credit: Lindsey, Chester

performance of language identity such as when a HL speaker positions themselves in a
subjectively perceived authentic Norwegian way through the use of language to thereby feel

7
8

A traditional Norwegian costume worn by both men and women at special events such as Christmas and weddings
A gelatinous Scandinavian dish made from boiled cod fish.
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more connected to Norwegian heritage which highlights the language ideology that achieving
proficiency in the standardized form of HL is indicative of Norwegian-ness. I use the term
authentic here in the way Woodlard 2016 presents linguistic authenticity as an iconized
relationship between linguistic form and identity where one profits from authenticity if they
“sound like that kind of person who is valued as natural and authentic” (p 23). I further explore
this iconization in Chapter 5.
As an example of the above-mentioned ideology, when I ask the question “has speaking
Norwegian had an impact on your identity?” majority of my interview subjects answer with a
strong “yes” and a reason why they think that is the case. Julie (NorAm. Gen 2) expresses that
understanding more Norwegian “solidifies that piece of [herself] that [she has] been trying to
grow, that connection to [her] family” and it makes a noticeable difference in her identity as a
Norwegian American (lines 130-32). Olivia (NorAm. Gen 2) feels similarly and tells me she is
excited to learn more Norwegian because she feels that learning her HL is a step towards better
understanding her own heritage. Susan (NorAm. Gen 1) shares that she thinks “identity is very
important” and one of her goals, along with learning Norwegian songs, is to be able to wear her
bunad again (lines 176-78). Here, Susan demonstrates an intertwining, a tether between ethnic
and language identity while expressing the language ideology that learning songs in her HL will
help her connect to her heritage. Susan also mentions in her interview that her mother was strict
about pronunciation of Norwegian words which is another instance of the ideology that “proper”
HL use is important to performing Norwegian-ness successfully.
Meaningful language research requires a look beyond the structure of a language and
must explore the links between languages and the political-economic positions and interests
shared by members of a speech community (Kroskrity 2000, 3). It is essential for me to look past
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the Norwegian language use itself. To gain as complete an understanding as possible, I need to
adopt this view and explore the relationship between contextualized Norwegian American
language use and the political-economic views of the speech community. Therefore, my analysis
focuses on both Norwegian HL use in this speech community and historical and current language
policies in both Norway and the United States thereby highlighting the strengths and weaknesses
of Norwegian HL in the PNW and the reasoning behind its success in the form of lack of
prejudiced barriers, availability to resources and continued use throughout generations in the US.
Language Attitudes
To discuss language ideologies without addressing language attitudes allows for a less
than complete understanding of how HL learners view and treat language. Language attitudes are
innately tied to the experience of an individual language speaker whether it be one’s native
language, second language or HL. Language attitudes are “unconscious, subjective and personal
by nature” and “can therefore not be directly observed, although those holding particular
attitudes may express them…overtly” such as interview subjects expressing their personal
experiences with Norwegian as a heritage language and how they feel about the language (Dyers
& Abongia, 2010, 121). Language ideologies which belong to groups or communities of practice
beget language attitudes for individuals in those groups. For example, the attitudes that Samantha
(NorAm, Gen 1) expresses in Chapter 6 with regard to fluency and the “professional Norwegian”
seem to stem from the ideological viewpoint that the deeper into Norwegian culture and
language a Norwegian American is – including physically visiting the geographical entity of
Norway – determines how authentically Norwegian that individual may be considered.
Furthermore, the confidence a HL speaker feels in using their language is an individually held
attitude influenced by the language ideologies of the group, especially the CNLS. The CNLS as
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an ideological web affects HL learner attitudes toward language in that it casts a cloud of
intimidating doubt that hinders confidence.
For example, when I spoke with Amelia (NorAm, Gen. 3) about her Norwegian language
skills she describes all of the places and situations in which she uses those skills including in the
capacity of President of the Leif Erikson Sons of Norway Lodge. She says she started learning
Norwegian at the Scandinavian Language Institute ten years prior, she sings Norwegian songs
every Monday morning with her friends, and she makes sure to incorporate some Norwegian into
lodge events and meetings and newsletters. Amelia is one of two interviewees to actually answer
any question in Norwegian – the other being a brief “nei” (“no”) from Susan (NorAm, Gen. 1)
before proceeding in English (lines 14-15). In line 15, Amelia says “Jeg snakke litt litt litt Norsk”
which translates to “I speak very little Norwegian” (my translation). All of these
accomplishments and myriad ways of using Norwegian yet when I ask about her confidence in
those language skills she responds with “not so good…on a scale of 1-5, probably about a 2”
(lines 44-46). The lack of confidence here could be a cross-section of more than one instance of
stance. I think the CNLS is at play as I described above but I also think Amelia switching from a
position of authority standing up in front of the lodge members as their president to a one-on-one
conversation with an interviewer whom she just met could have an effect on her Norwegian
language confidence. This is not to say that I am intimidating by any means but rather to show
that multiple variables are at play, and I am aware of that. That being said, there is a pattern
across interview subjects that supports the CNLS concept.
In interview 2, line 14-15 I ask John (NorAm, Gen. 1) if he speaks Norwegian to which
he replies, “Yes, faultingly [sic].” I follow up by asking how long he has been speaking
Norwegian and find out he has been speaking Norwegian for 59 years at the time of the
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interview. John goes on to tell me how he uses Norwegian on his radio show and is capable
enough to manipulate both English and Norwegian to accommodate guests as he explains in lines
25-34. In lines 42-45 I ask him to describe his confidence in his Norwegian languages skills and
he uses the word “medium” and reports that he “can talk about general things, but [he] can’t talk
politics or electronics” and continues by making a joke about not being able to do that in English
either. John explains to me that the reason he is not confident in his language skills is because he
often “picks the wrong word” when speaking Norwegian (lines 53-54) such as Swedish words he
learned from his late wife, which thereby causes him to worry about others viewing him as a
“Swede trying to speak Norwegian” (line 50). John then gives an example of this happening
when he was in Norway when someone offered him a cigarette he responded with the wrong
verb when trying to say “No, thank you, I don’t smoke.” In Norwegian, the verb to smoke
translates to å røyke whereas the verb to incubate translates to å ruge so when John replied to
turn down the cigarette he said “Nei, takk jeg ruger ikke” instead of “Nei, takk jeg røyker ikke.”
John explains to me that the former translates to “no, thank you, I don’t sit on eggs and hatch
them” (lines 54-57). It is clear here that John has at least one practical experience that causes
some of his insecurity in language use, but there still exists that invisible, forceful CNLS that
causes a simple mistake most language learners would make to lead a HL learner to question
their ability.
Luke (NorAm, Gen. 2) tells me he has been using a few words and phrases since he was a
kid but admits he “didn’t necessarily associate them with the language” but went on to take
formal Norwegian classes at university (lines 15-17). Despite a lifelong knowledge and formal
education, Luke still describes his confidence in his Norwegian language skills as “very poor”
and explains that this is because he “hasn’t practiced for a while…so like any language, if you
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don’t use it, it just disappears over time” (lines 27-28). Although Luke gives a valid, logical
reason for having poor confidence in using Norwegian, I think the invisible CNLS is still
partially to blame. Luke creates the CNLS as an invisible audience despite using, albeit
minimally, Norwegian for majority of his life. When I ask Luke if he believes speaking
Norwegian has had an effect on his overall identity he tells me it has because he has “always
believed that culture and language are intertwined” and knowing the language has a positive
effect on his identity (lines 69-73). Luke presents himself in this section as someone who knows
Norwegian enough for that knowledge to have an effect on their identity; but when asked about
his use of the language – when there would practically or figuratively be a listening subject to
criticize him – he focuses more on how little he knows of the language. HL learners cast a selfmade shadow of doubt on their language skills by taking the stance of locutor with an overly
critical audience. While it is true that when someone is learning a language, or even speaking
their first language, there is typically someone listening (or reading) therefore there exists an
audience, I did not ask these subjects to perform Norwegian. I did not take the stance of audience
or them as performer which shows the power this CNLS has over those who create it.
In lines 11-12 I ask Carol (NorAm, Gen. 2) if she speaks Norwegian to which she replies,
“kind of,” which comes off as unsure until I ask her how long she has been speaking Norwegian
and she tells me her entire life (lines 13-15). Carol elaborates by explaining that her father taught
her numbers and phrases in Norwegian since she was a small child. Carol then tells me she
minored in Norwegian at college indicating both familial and formal learning of her HL. She
goes on to share how she uses Norwegian at family events and holidays and specifically
mentions the Syttende Mai parade in Ballard, noting the high number of Norwegians from all
over Washington that attend, and admit she uses it as “an opportunity for [her] to brush up on
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[her] skills” (lines 26-33). In the next line I inquire about her confidence in her Norwegian
language to which she responds, “speaking it? It’s low. But reading and listening to it? I feel that
I understand it more” (lines 35-36). Here is another example of the invisible CNLS/audience.
Carol has been using Norwegian for as long as she can remember, took enough formal education
credits to qualify for a minor in Norwegian at university, and she even tells me she uses a major
Norwegian holiday with fluent Norwegian speakers as an opportunity to enhance her HL skills;
yet when I ask about her confidence in using that HL she admits that the using of it that does not
require an audience of any kind (i.e. reading and listening) is comfortable for her but she is not
confident in speaking it. The imagined CNLS prevails throughout my data as I have further
explored below, and I explore confidence throughout the examples in the Proximity to
Norwegian-ness section in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5: Ideologies in the Norwegian American HL Community
of Practice
Proximity to Norwegian-ness
One interesting ideology that emerges from my data is the confidence each subject has in
their Norwegian language skills – the degree of which ranges from a few words to fluent – seems
to correlate with the individuals’ closest Norwegian speaking relative (i.e., the closest relative
whose first language is Norwegian). Language ideologies “represent the perception of language
and discourse that is constructed in the interest of a specific social or cultural group” which
means a person or group’s idea of what constitutes good or proper language is grounded in their
social and cultural experiences such as the availability of access to native Norwegian language
use (Kroskrity 2000, 8). Here is an example of the performance of language identity serving to
index language ideology because the closeness to native Norwegian use fuels a confidence in a
HL speaker’s skills thereby helping them to feel a greater sense of Norwegian-ness.
I charted my data on a table including the reported amount of Norwegian each subject
knows, the manner in which they learned Norwegian, how long they have been (or did) use the
language, how confident they are in using their Norwegian, and their closest Norwegian
speaking relative. All of this information was reported by the subjects at the time of the
interviews in 2018 therefore not all interviewees provided each piece of information. See Figure
4 below.
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Interview #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Pseudonym
Julie
John
Kevin
Dorothy
Lawrence
n/a
Samantha
Olivia
Amelia
Jan
Kyle
Emma
Kristin
Susan
Luke
Carol

Data Set #2 - Manner of Learning & Confidence (at time of interview)
Amount Known
Manner of Learning
Length of Use
Describes Confidence As
Few words
Family
Entire life
Very confident
Can converse
Formal schooling
Nearly 60 years
Medium
Fluent
Family
Entire life
Positive
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Beer drinking songs only
Family/Friends
Not mentioned
None
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Can converse
Family & Formal schooling Entire life
Reasonably confident
Few words
Family
Entire life
Pretty good
A little
SLI/Formal
10 years
Not so good
Few words
Family
Entire life
Zero
Fluent
Family/Immersion
Entire life/Lived in Norway Fluent with an American accent
None anymore
Formal schooling
A few years
Good then, can't speak it now
Few words
Choir
22 years
Poor
Few words
Choir
40 years
Pretty confident with pronunciation
A little
Family/Formal schooling
Entire life
Very poor
Some
Family/Formal schooling
Entire life
Low for speaking, better for reading/listening

Closest Norwegian Speaking Relative (if known)
Grandmother
Father
Himself - from Norway
n/a
Grandparents
n/a
Mother
Grandfather
Great grandfather
Grandfather
Parents
Parents
Grandparents
Mother
Grandmother
Grandmother

Figure 4 A charting of interview data showing the manner of learning and reported confidence of each subject’s Norwegian
language skills.

Using the chart above, within the Microsoft Excel program, I used the filter function to see if any
patterns arose. When I filter the “Closet Norwegian Speaking Relative (if known)” column to
just show individuals with grandparents who speak Norwegian, the “Describes Confidence As”
column filtered out to look like Figure 5 below.
Interview #
1
5
8
10
13
15
16

Pseudonym
Julie
Lawrence
Olivia
Jan
Kristin
Luke
Carol

Amount Known
Manner of Learning
Few words
Family
Beer drinking songs only
Family/Friends
Few words
Family
Few words
Family
Few words
Choir
A little
Family/Formal schooling
Some
Family/Formal schooling

Length of Use
Entire life
Not mentioned
Entire life
Entire life
22 years
Entire life
Entire life

Describes Confidence As
Very confident
None
Pretty good
Zero
Poor
Very poor
Low for speaking, better for reading/listening

Closest Norwegian Speaking Relative (if known)
Grandmother
Grandparents
Grandfather
Grandfather
Grandparents
Grandmother
Grandmother

Figure 5 A charting of interview data filtered to show subjects with grandparent(s) as their closest Norwegian speaking relative.

The subjects represented in Figure 5 report a range of Norwegian language knowledge
from “some” for Julie (NorAm, Gen. 2) to just beer drinking songs for Lawrence (NorAm, Gen.
2). This data set also shows a wide range of confidence from “zero” as stated by Jan (NorAm,
Gen. 2) to Julie (NorAm, Gen. 2) who reports being “very confident” in the few words she does
know. The pattern in Figure 5 became salient to me only after filtering the table again for just
subjects with a parent as their closest Norwegian speaking relative. See Figure 6.
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Interview #
2
7
11
12
14

Pseudonym
John
Samantha
Kyle
Emma
Susan

Amount Known
Can converse
Can converse
Fluent
None anymore
Few words

Manner of Learning
Formal schooling
Family & Formal schooling
Family/Immersion
Formal schooling
Choir

Length of Use
Nearly 60 years
Entire life
Entire life/Lived in Norway
A few years
40 years

Describes Confidence As
Medium
Reasonably confident
Fluent with an American accent
Good then, can't speak it now
Pretty confident with pronunciation

Closest Norwegian Speaking Relative (if known)
Father
Mother
Parents
Parents
Mother

Figure 6 A charting of interview data filtered to show subjects with parent(s) as their closest Norwegian speaking relative.

In Figure 6, the range of Norwegian knowledge narrows compared to Figure 5 with the
exception of Emma (NorAm, Gen. 1) who shares her knowledge and confidence in the language
at the time she was using it which was roughly 50 years prior to the interview. The reported
confidence level of these subjects is markedly higher than those whose closest Norwegian
speaking relative is their grandparent(s). The length of time of Norwegian language use across
both tables is similar with the smallest reported number being 22 years, so I theorize that an
individual’s confidence in their HL skills is less reliant on time and more positively boosted by
proximity to a native speaking familial contact. In other words, the CNLS that appears to loom
over HL Norwegian learners becomes dampened by an authenticity an individual experiences
when hearing or speaking with a native Norwegian speaking family member because there is an
iconization of proximity to signify a higher degree of Norwegian-ness. I spoke with a man
named Kevin (NorAm, Gen. 0), whose native language is Norwegian, and he identified as fluent
in the language with a “positive” confidence in his skills demonstrating a high level of selfperceived authenticity as a non-HL 9 speaker (line 20).
The term authenticity with regard to language comes from Woolard (2016) who explains
that “authentic voice” is less about what someone is saying and more about signaling who
someone is demonstrating iconization between language and identity (22). Additionally,
Woolard explains that “to be considered authentic in this ideological frame, a speech variety

9

Synonymous with a native speaker, Kevin was born in Norway and Norwegian is his first language.
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must be very much “from somewhere” in the speakers’ consciousness, and thus its meaning is
constituted as profoundly local. If such social and territorial roots are not discernable, a linguistic
variety lacks value in this system” (2016, 22) which I think can be extended to the idea that a
native Norwegian speaker has those social and territorial roots and proximity to that authenticity
helps HL learners feel more authentic themselves which results in higher confidence levels.
To test my authenticity theory, in the next table I sorted the table by manner of learning
to see how the confidence levels vary:
Interview #
13
14
1
3
8
10
7
15
16
5
11
2
12
4
6
9

Pseudonym
Kristin
Susan
Julie
Kevin
Olivia
Jan
Samantha
Luke
Carol
Lawrence
Kyle
John
Emma
Dorothy
n/a
Amelia

Amount Known
Manner of Learning
Few words
Choir
Few words
Choir
Few words
Family
Fluent
Family
Few words
Family
Few words
Family
Can converse
Family & Formal schooling
A little
Family/Formal schooling
Some
Family/Formal schooling
Beer drinking songs only
Family/Friends
Fluent
Family/Immersion
Can converse
Formal schooling
None anymore
Formal schooling
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
A little
SLI/Formal

Length of Use
22 years
40 years
Entire life
Entire life
Entire life
Entire life
Entire life
Entire life
Entire life
Not mentioned
Entire life/Lived in Norway
Nearly 60 years
A few years
n/a
n/a
10 years

Describes Confidence As
Poor
Pretty confident with pronunciation
Very confident
Positive
Pretty good
Zero
Reasonably confident
Very poor
Low for speaking, better for reading/listening
None
Fluent with an American accent
Medium
Good then, can't speak it now
n/a
n/a
Not so good

Closest Norwegian Speaking Relative (if known)
Grandparents
Mother
Grandmother
Himself - from Norway
Grandfather
Grandfather
Mother
Grandmother
Grandmother
Grandparents
Parents
Father
Parents
n/a
n/a
Great grandfather

Figure 7 A charting of interview data sorted via the manner in which each subject learned Norwegian.

As seen in Figure 7, the way an individual learns Norwegian does not seem to attribute to the
confidence level in using the language. John (NorAm, Gen. 1), Amelia (NorAm, Gen. 3), and
Emma (NorAm, Gen. 1) who learned using only formal schooling report three separate
confidence levels from “not so good” to “medium.” The two individuals, Kristin (NorAm, Gen.
2) and Susan (NorAm, Gen. 1), who say they know a few words from singing in the choir report
“poor” confidence and “pretty confident,” in pronunciation, respectively which lends itself to the
authenticity theory rather than manner of learning having an effect on confidence – even if that
way of learning is via authentic native Norwegian family members. Based on the above analysis,
the manner in which an individual learns their HL does not necessarily contribute to the
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confidence that person has in using that language and subsequently does not have an effect on
the CNLS.
Norwegian HL learners are experiencing an iconization of the language which Irvine and
Gal (2000) describe as “the attribution of cause and immediate necessity to a connection” during
which “qualities supposedly shared by the social image and the linguistic image…binds them
together in a linkage that appears to be inherent” (37-38); where the social image is the perceived
authentic Norwegian-ness of a native Norwegian relative and proximity to them results in the
emulation of the linguistic image of a HL speaker with an authentic voice. Norwegian HL
learners create the inherent link via iconization resulting in the linguistic ideology which shifts
language attitudes and awards them confidence in their HL skills regardless of the level of
fluency thereby silencing the CNLS.
For example, Samantha (NorAm, Gen. 1) tells me her mother was born in Norway and
was around her Norwegian speaking grandparents as a child and later went to formal schooling
at the University of Washington where she majored in Norwegian. When I ask Samantha if
events where she uses Norwegian require fluency in the language she responds, “I don’t think we
run into anything anymore where you’re expected to be fluent…because people aren’t. We’re so
far removed from our ancestors” (lines 84-86). I see a clear connection, an iconization here
where Samantha relates fluency in HL inherently with proximity to ancestors who were,
presumably, fluent in Norwegian. By her own logic, Samantha describing herself as “reasonably
confident” is due to her closeness in generations and domicile as a child with her Norwegian
speaking relatives (line 55).
Kyle (NorAm, Gen. 1) provides further evidence of this link between social image and
linguistic image by describing his history with Norwegian. His parents came over from Norway,
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meaning Kyle is a first-generation Norwegian American, and as a small child his parents taught
him the language providing an at-home immersion. Kyle is the only participant to define
themselves as fluent in their HL. Additionally, when I ask what led him to study Norwegian,
Kyle responds with a confident “I’m Norwegian” leaving out the American qualifier. Kyle also
tells me how he speaks with family and friends, reads newspapers, and even converses at parties
in his HL. I suggest that the confidence Kyle has in his HL use is attributable to both
generational and physical proximity to native Norwegian speakers.
Somewhat conversely, although John (NorAm, Gen. 1) describes his confidence in using
Norwegian as “medium,” in the interview he describes multiple ways in which he uses his HL
skills including hosting his own radio show which sometimes requires the use of Norwegian.
John reports that he has been speaking Norwegian since 1959 when he attended the University of
Oslo summer school and continued on to an academic year abroad at the school as well. He
chose to study abroad in Norway because of his parents and the presence of relatives in Norway
(lines 103-05). John’s father came from Norway, but he does not tell me his father taught him
any Norwegian; nevertheless, I speculate that living with and being generationally close to a
native Norwegian allows John to feel confident in his language use. John reports lower
confidence than the other examples I have given, which could be a result of not using Norwegian
at home; but without further evidence this claim is unfounded.
Emma (NorAm, Gen. 1) presents a case in which she wanted to learn Norwegian as a
child but her parents who had come from Norway and Sweden did not want their children to
have an accent, so the family spoke only English at home. Later in life, around 50-60 years old,
Emma took formal classes at the Sons of Norway in Salem, and she tells me she decided to do so
“because I was Norwegian, and I felt kind of bad that my parents had not taught me Swedish or
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Norwegian” (lines 76-78). Despite learning her HL later in life, Emma still describes her
Norwegian skills as fluent at the time she spoke it – she tells me she no longer speaks Norwegian
given her advanced age (lines 48-50). I argue this example shows how the manner of learning a
HL has less of an effect on an individual’s confidence in their HL skills and instead one of the
biggest factors is their propinquity to native Norwegian speakers.
Susan (NorAm, Gen. 1) is a slightly different case because she does not report knowing
much of the language, rather she sings in the Norwegian ladies’ chorus but does not necessarily
know what the songs mean. Despite a lack of understanding, Susan tells me that she is very
confident in her pronunciation of Norwegian words and attributes this to her mother who was
born in Norway and has “always spoken fluent Norwegian, so she helped…with the
pronunciation” (lines 24-25). Susan shares that she joined the choir because her grandmother had
sung in a similar chorus; she also tells me how the choir is a “family” and a “tight-knit group”
that provides comfort by way of being “surrounded by Norwegians” (lines 79-85). Proximity to
Norwegians is important to Susan regardless of language use and singing in the chorus helps
them embrace her culture.
I present these examples as evidence of a linguistic ideology that closeness to native
Norwegian speakers, particularly family members, has an intrinsic link to speaking Norwegian
with confidence due to a feeling of authenticity. Therefore, the CNLS that zaps confidence in HL
learners is quieted by the ideological iconization of proximity to perceived authentic Norwegianness. The HL learners with whom I spoke make a connection between ability to speak
Norwegian well and proximity to a fluent Norwegian speaker thereby adhering to an authenticity
ideology that without that close connection, attempts at HL learning are futile.
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The Professional Norwegian
Language ideologies surrounding heritage languages emerge through layered semiosis
and iconization. Such is the case of the interview below in which the subject shares her views on
what both she and her community of practice believes to indicate a true or professional
Norwegian. The transcription below is an excerpt from my interview with Samantha (NorAm,
Gen. 2) who majored in Norwegian at the University of Washington and tells me she has heard
Norwegian her entire life from her Norwegian grandparents.

106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

EL:

132
133

EL:
SAM:

SAM:
EL:
SAM:
EL:
SAM:

EL:
SAM:
EL:
SAM:

EL:
SAM:
EL:
SAM:

…the last question is, has speaking Norwegian had an impact on your own
identity?
Oh yeah! I mean, that’s what I am=
Yeah=
Yeah, I’m, I’m a Norwegian American=
Yeah=
And, it’s, it’s definitely, it’s kinda me, yeah. It’s, it’s, it’s what I grew up,
y’know, I’ve always been associated with being Norwegian, ever since I was a
child, that was what we were, and, um, yeah, so it’s, it’s, definitely I’m not just an
American, I’m a Norwegian American.
Do you feel that speaking Norwegian makes you feel more Norwegian?
Yeah, it, y’know it’s funny, so we used to have this conversation about being a
professional Norwegian=
Uh-huh=
Yeah, I don’t know, and it, that might have been
something within our family, but, y’know, um, so, there, there are people that,
especially in Ballard I wanna say, there’re people playing up their Norwegianness
more, and if you could actually speak Norwegian, that gave you a little bit more
credibility=
Yeah=
Right, that just being, “oh, I’m Norwegian” but you didn’t know
anything about, you’ve never been there=
Yeah=
Right. Or, you could, your, your,
your vocabulary was really simple. If, if at all. Ah, or, your, um, your knowledge
of Norway was like way back in the 60s or 70s or even, y’know, farther back than
that=
Mhm=
So that was, y’know, I, you know, I’ve been there, I’ve lived there,
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134
135

I have relations with people who still live there, I feel pretty confident in my
Norwegian ability, and my Norwegian, my knowledge of Norway itself.

The concept of a “professional Norwegian” that Samantha introduces in line 118 is especially
fascinating because it is the ideology in motion that it is a requirement to perform Norwegian via
cultural activities and specifically by speaking Norwegian to be considered as more Norwegian
than other Norwegian Americans. Meaning, Norwegian-ness in terms of ethnic identity is reliant
on performative acts of Norwegian-ness; but those acts cannot be hollow according to Samantha.
To be the most Norwegian as possible, Samantha presents an ideological mandate that true
Norwegian-ness comes from extensive HL vocabulary, current and historical knowledge of the
parent speech community in Norway and maintained connections to the homeland. Furthermore,
by putting forth this ideology Samantha expresses language attitudes about who she perceives as
noncredible Norwegians based on not knowing as much about the entire culture of Norway from
language to terroir. Samantha uses the term “professional Norwegian” ironically to talk about
people who “play up” their Norwegian-ness more while still having simple vocabulary or
outdated knowledge. There is a distinction between someone who actively and insistently uses
the hyphenated form – Norwegian American – but does not speak much or any Norwegian and
does not have current connections with Norway but instead relies on a knowledge of Norway
that is several decades out of date vs. a person who speaks Norwegian and has spent meaningful
time in Norway and can more authentically emulate the “professional Norwegian.”
In lines 110-15, Samantha makes it a point to declare herself as not just an American but
a Norwegian American. Identifying so strongly with the Norwegian adjective label shows an
erasure of the privilege that makes adding Norwegian an inherently positive choice while for
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those who “look like a language” (Rosa 2019) the choice is not there, and the positive element
requires resistance to the dominant ideology. Furthermore, fractal recursivity (Irvine and Gal
2000) is visible here when Samantha declares she is “not just an American” which harkens back
to my earlier concept of the inherent hyphenation for indexically non-white Americans who do
not have the privilege to choose how to declare themselves therefore highlighting the dichotomy
therein and allowing Samantha to engage with both the American and Norwegian identities
freely (lines 114-15).
Earlier in the interview, I ask Samantha about expectation of fluency in Norwegian at
cultural events:

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

EL:
SAM:
EL:
SAM:
EL:
SAM:
EL:
SAM:

Okay. Um, are people expected to be fluent when they speak Norwegian at those
events?
No, cause I’m certainly not.
Yeah. So, you can use English?
Oh yeah, yeah.
Um, okay, so=
I don’t think we run into anything anymore where you’re expected
to be fluent=
Yeah=
Really, because people aren’t. We’re so far removed from our ancestors.

Samantha presents a skepticism that any HL learner could be fluent in Norwegian due to degree
of separation from ancestors despite earlier telling me she grew up hearing her grandparents
speaking Norwegian demonstrating a close tie with her ancestors and heritage. I suspect the
CNLS is at play causing Samantha to waver and vacillate between the high confidence seen in
lines 133-35 and the low level of perceived authenticity and Norwegian-ness seen in lines 85-88.
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Samantha’s language attitudes towards Norwegian and the inability for a HL learning descendant
of native Norwegian speakers possibly stems from the CNLS ideological concept. The idea of a
professional Norwegian has the air of the CNLS where there are self-ascribed impossible-toattain ideals of perfection in order to feel authentically Norwegian. Samantha iconizes the
Norwegian language, knowledge of history and culture, and connections to Norway as ways to
prove authenticity. Linguistically, speaking Norwegian serves as a way “not just to point to but
additionally to depict, to be an image (or icon) of, the essence of the person” for Samantha
(Woolard 2016, 22-23). Ideologies are created and nourished through semiotic processes
unknowingly performed by people and Norwegian as a HL is full of those person-made
perceptions.
Fluency Not Required
The monthly membership meeting for the Sons of Norway Leif Erikson Lodge took place
on June 13, 2018. I was scheduled to meet with the Sports Director of the lodge at about five
o’clock in the evening. Each membership meeting begins with a happy hour which starts at
5:30pm, then follows a potluck at 6:30pm, and on this evening there was to be a program on
Norwegian Buhund dogs which began around 7:30pm, finally followed by the Sons of Norway
membership meeting.
Upon entering the lodge, I pass a magnificent bust of Leif Erikson surrounded by
beautiful flower beds. Once inside, acting as a stationary greeter, at the base of the stairs stands a
large wooden troll a few feet high reminiscent of the smaller wooden trolls that once lined the
shelves in my farmor’s house. Wandering around the hall and enjoying the artwork hanging on
the walls, a member of the lodge explained that the large oil paintings I was admiring, though
some have been lost in the many moves the lodge has made over the years, have been with the
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lodge since nearly the beginning of the Leif Erikson Lodge in 1905. The large murals of
Norwegian-centered events and people such as King Olaf and Leif Erikson had writing in
Norwegian on the actual paintings which was translated on accompanying plaques. Icons and
emblems of Norwegian-ness seemed to flurry around the lodge. After a few minutes, I saw a
smiling face walk briskly toward me, she introduced herself and led me through the giant hall
half filled with long, foldable tables with paper placemats and small dog figurines in the center.
After dinner came the program on the Norwegian Buhund dogs. Two ladies – including
my consultant – brought in their Buhunds for visual aid. The first woman to speak gave a
PowerPoint presentation in which she introduced the 3 national dogs of Norway and the one
national cat. On each slide with an animal, she first had the type of animal in English, then in
Norwegian. For example:
Norwegian elkhound
Puffin Dog
Sheep Dog

Norsk Elghund
Norsk Lundehund
Norsk Buhund

I posit there is a language ideology operating here where members of the Sons of Norway
lodge do not assume fluency in Norwegian to participate as evidenced not only by the use of
spoken English throughout the evening but the inclusion of English in the presentation. In fact,
there is an expectation that members of the lodge are able to speak and read English given that
majority of the presentations and membership meeting were conducted in English. This ideology
is also backed by my interview subjects when I ask if fluency in Norwegian is required to
participate at events such as membership meetings and all of them responded in the negative.
When the presenter was speaking about the Norsk Buhund, she made jokes about the
pronunciation of the word “buhund” which are available to her because of her split identity of
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Norwegian and American. The act of joking about pronunciation demonstrates both a command
of the Norwegian words in use and an insecurity of using those words. She compared buhund to
the Norwegian word bunad which is traditional Norwegian garb designed and sewn to symbolize
regional origins and worn on special occasions. While the first syllable is the same across the
two words both phonologically and orthographically, the second syllables are not similar
creating space for a pun. She also made a joke saying that buhund is not a Halloween greeting in
Norwegian which is possible because the Halloween boo! and the first syllable of buhund are
both bilabial plosives followed by a close-back vowel. The joke was met with warm laughter.
The act of joking in this situation is possible because of the presenter’s Norwegian American
identity giving her the ability to form connections both intra-linguistically between Norwegian
words and cross-linguistically between a Norwegian and an English word.
Cherokee Revitalization
Examining the policies that other HLs face and the ideologies therein may illuminate
some ideologies in Norwegian. For example, Bender (2009) explores how Cherokee language
ideologies affect social and economic movements and trends using Irvine and Gal’s (2000)
concepts of iconicity, recursiveness, and erasure to demonstrate the relationship between
ideology and social and economic contexts in the Cherokee community in the United States.
One ideology that Bender (2009) proposes comes from the Eastern Band of Cherokees in
North Carolina in the 1990s. In this example, Bender (2009) shows how the construction of a
new casino effected the Cherokee language regarding visibility and community interest in
revitalization. The Cherokee syllabary began to appear in the graphic landscape within a year of
the new casino opening in 1997 which Bender (2009) suggest “reveals a cultural presupposition
that language is a viable medium for the transformation of resources” (124). Additionally, even
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though the Cherokee syllabary became apparent in the graphic landscape which served to
reaffirm community identity, there was still a significant lack of linguistic resources distributed
at that time; and Bender (2009) posits that this indicates an iconic representation of trepidatious
dissemination of cultural and religious knowledge to outsiders (125).
Unlike the Cherokee ideological view, I argue there is not a wariness to distribute
linguistic resources to people outside of the Norwegian American community, I found the
opposite to be true of Norwegian. Norwegian Americans are trying to accomplish the highest
degree of linguistic dissemination possible to help strengthen the community as evidenced by the
mere existence of the Scandinavian Language Institute which offers Norwegian, Swedish, and
Danish language classes to the public. Additionally, when I visited the Sons of Norway Lodge on
Syttende Mai on May 17th, 2018, the hall was open to the public to come in – no membership
necessary – and while I was there, the Norwegian language and icons of Norwegian-ness were
present everywhere. This open house at the lodge indicates that Norwegian Americans find no
issue offering up cultural and linguistic resources to the public; largely in part due to Norwegian
not being an endangered language like Cherokee, and the Norwegian community did not suffer
oppression in the United States like the Cherokee nation due to the indexical whiteness often
inherently attached to Norwegian.
Vær så god: Identity Affirmation Through Utterances
It is common in most languages to have phrases that are difficult to translate crosslinguistically and mastering them requires some degree of communicative competence that
permits understanding. One case of this phenomenon in Norwegian is the phrase “vær så god 10”

10

[væɹ ʃo ɡodʼ]
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which literally translates to “be so good” (my translation) but when contextualized, its meaning
varies. I heard the phrase throughout my research in various contexts used when someone was
offered a seat, or when the Norwegian teacher at the SLI handed his students workpapers, and
especially when someone was offering food. Kristin (NorAm, Gen. 2) tells me she sees her
identity as tied up with the Norwegian American community and enjoys the “little traditions and
words” she uses to participate in that community – one of them being the ambiguous
“vær så god” and its lack of direct translation to English which she describes as a “nice thing”
(lines 91-95).
Kristin holds the language attitude that even just small phrases in her HL confirm her
identity as a Norwegian American so even without an extensive knowledge of the language, her
linguistic identity can be strengthened through small yet powerful means. I had a similar
experience at my family Christmas in 2018 when I correctly used the phrase “vær så god” when
handing my father (NorAm, Gen. 1) a traditional Norwegian gløgg 11 to which he replied “tusen
takk” (“a thousand thanks,” my translation). Through the use of HL to any degree, linguistic
identity and Norwegian-ness can be nourished.
Earned Norwegian-ness Based on Stance
At the June 2018 Sons of Norway membership meeting, I had a chance to engage in
casual dinner table conversation with fellow Norwegian Americans. My tablemates asked why I
joined the Leif Erikson lodge in Ballard instead of the SoN lodge in Bellingham, I explained that
my Farmor12 and Bestemor13 belonged to this particular lodge and it was significant to me. I used

11

A mulled wine made from a particular cardamom base syrup and finished off with a strong spirit such as aquavit
before serving hot with raisins and almond slivers.
12
Farmor translates to “father’s mother”
13
Bestemor translates to “grandmother” used here to refer to my great-grandmother as she preferred this moniker
over the alternative oldemor meaning “great grandmother.”
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the Norwegian words in this situation not only because I have been using them my entire life but
also because the people at my table knew exactly what I meant when I said them. I have the
ideology that Norwegian cultural events allow the use of Norwegian even just as isolated words
and the CNLS has little to no effect on my ability and confidence in HL use here which I argue is
because of the sense of belonging coupled with the nearly 27 years of using the chosen HL
words. Additionally, I found myself almost compelled to use the Norwegian terms so as to
position myself as an authentic enough Norwegian to be researching Norwegian-ness.
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Chapter 6: Norwegian, Norwegian-ness, and Norway
Language, Identity, and Entity
What does Norwegian-ness mean? How is it embodied? Perhaps it is in the wearing of
the bunad, the eating of fiske pudding, the speaking of Norwegian: or more likely, a
conglomeration of these and more. Culture and heritage can be presented in myriad ways from
traditional garb to a correctly executed ethnic dish and the degree to which these are successfully
performed – subsequently indexing the degree of ethnicity-ness – is not entirely arbitrary much
like Goble’s (2020) examination of Spanish HL learners’ perceived legitimacy regarding HL use.
When a person identifies with their heritage such as Norwegian American or Italian American, I
posit the degree to which they feel connected to their heritage is influenced by their generation –
first generation, second generation, etc. The identification of generation hereby assigns a degree
of separation from the political entity associated with their heritage, which is further distanced by
the addition of that person’s political identity – third generation Norwegian American. The
explicit use of these descriptors at an individual level indexes a sense of connection to heritage –
if a person felt no connection to their Norwegian ancestry they likely would not identify as a
Norwegian American. However tenuous that connection may be, it still exists and persists
despite the difficulties HL learners face to find and strengthen that bond.
Norway as a political entity serves as a metonymic representation of all the citizens of the
nation whose native language is Norwegian whereas Norway as a geographical nation is the
actual land that shares boundaries with Sweden, Finland, and Russia. While Anderson (2006)
proposes the term imagined communities to understand how the modern nation works, I suggest
this term can also be used as a tool to think about how transnational global communities can be
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connected via language and an iconized identity to a modern nation state without in fact being
citizens of that nation. The political and geographical entities of Norway can exist together but
unlike the land, the political entity may exist outside the nation’s physical borders while
maintaining the imagined boundaries (Anderson 2006). In my research, I spoke with a man who
was born in the Norway, subject 3 (NorAm, Gen. 0), who grew up in Seattle, WA and whose
native language is Norwegian thereby embodying both versions of the nation of Norway at some
point in his life along with the United States political identity. Due to its unique nature as a
nation of immigration, the United States as it exists today does not have an ethnic identity
because it is a variable conglomeration of differing heritages.
In the summer of 2018, I drive up to Norway Park and in true Norwegian fashion, even as
the sun beat down outside the coffee is still served hot with cookies as I sit down with a group of
individuals to interview. After a quick sip between, I began speaking with Kevin (NorAm. Gen.
0) who is a native Norwegian speaker born in Norway. Due to his father insisting he only speak
English from age 10 when the family moved to Seattle, Kevin reports not having a Norwegian
accent while using English which allows him to fool those around him who assume he does not
understand Norwegian (lines 57-60). Kevin then tells me a story in which he plays with this idea
while traveling in Norway.

57
58
59
60
61
62
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KEV: It’s kinda nice cause I don’t have an accent until I come back from Norway for
maybe a week and then it goes away. So, I can go n sit somewhere and listen to a
bunch of Norwegian talk, y’know, they never know that I’m Norwegian, until I
say something=
EL:
Haha
KEV: About what their talking about=
EL:
Sneaky, sneaky.
KEV: Ha, yes.
EL:
Haha
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JOH: Very sneaky! Tell her about the train.
KEV: Uh, well, this is a story, this was the first trip back. Me and my brother went back
in 1965 because the, the gal on the other farm which we grew up with, was two
farms on an island that we lived on, and she was getting married to my best
friend. And so we decided to go back for Christmas for her wedding. As we got to
Copenhagen, we were able to buy cognac for all my, I got twelve uncles and aunts
back there, my mom’s side, and then about 3 on my dad’s side. But anyway, so
we bought like 25 bottles of cognac, and we get on this train in Oslo, that goes up
Gudbrandsdalslågen up to Dombås which goes down into Ramstein and that’s
where our relatives picked us up. So, we get on this train in Oslo, get up to
Lillehammer, and these two young gals get on that was probably two years
younger than we were. But we were American, we were dressed like Americans,
you could definitely tell, y’know, that we, and we had no Norwegian accent at all.
And, we were sitting there, and when we got up to Hammer, which is another,
probably, 45 minutes to an hour, these gals kept looking up to us, and we were
sitting there. We were drinking on the train, y’know, and talking English. And so,
they were kinda listening and well then finally they realized that we didn’t speak
Norwegian, so, they started talking about what they did on Friday night. Oh, my
goodness, it was quite interesting.
EL:
Haha.
KEV: And, after they got done with that, I turn around to her and I said, “vil du har en
drøm med oss?” which means, “would you like to have a drink with us?” and they
went [gasp] “oh my god, you understood what we were saying!” so we partied all
the way up the, up to Dombås, they went on to Trondheim, so, heh, it was quite
fun.

Since Kevin and his brother were “dressed like Americans…had no Norwegian accent at all” the
women on the train started talking in Norwegian about their previous Friday night escapades
only to be shocked a little embarrassed when Kevin spoke in perfect Norwegian in lines 86-87.
Here, Kevin is assuming a non-Norwegian identity through the use of his English language skills
which are perceived without any accent to hide in plain sight and then seamlessly switches to
align with his Norwegian political and ethnic identities. Interestingly, the phrase “dressed like
Americans” indicates an indexical relationship between a certain appearance and the American
identity that touches on ideologically iconized connections of what constitutes an unmarked
American – a topic better suited for another study.
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Politically identified Norwegian folks are not HL learners and it seems their Norwegianness is inherent and unquestioned because of their political identity which results in an erasure of
their ethnic identity of Norwegian-ness whereas HL learners of Norwegian question and doubt
their Norwegian-ness based on performance rather than existence. HL Norwegian Americans
perform heritage-linked signs to feel a connection to their Norwegian-ness and those politically
associated with Norway feel an ideologically inherent connection to Norway. Subject 3 exists in
a liminal space where he embodies identities from two nations and experienced erasure of his
innate Norwegian-ness when he was not allowed to use the language for twelve years. When I
ask Kevin, a non-HL speaker, if speaking Norwegian has had an impact on his identity he tells
me that it has given him greater confidence overall and now reports himself as a fluent
Norwegian speaker despite the ban on its use in his formative years.
When I spoke with Julie (NorAm, Gen. 2) she tells me she has a limited grasp on
Norwegian as her HL but is very confident in what she does know. Being a second-generation
Norwegian American, this subject has an American political identity and a Norwegian ethnic
identity or Norwegian-ness. Julie describes how she performs Norwegian-ness by means of using
her HL skills by talking about “food related things which are typically around the holidays” and
while doing so people around her do not understand what she is talking about which is how she
“especially when [she] was younger, identified that it was from another culture” (lines 21-22,
interview 1). Julie knew she was performing another culture than her friends growing up
meaning she has been performing Norwegian-ness before she knew what she was doing.
Additionally, later in the interview when I ask Julie if speaking Norwegian has had an
impact on her identity she tells me that is has because it “solidifies that piece of myself that I’ve
been trying to grow, that connection to my family” and she “can tell it makes a difference” and
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that knowing her HL Norwegian will “make [her] a better Norwegian” (lines 130-35). Julie
clearly makes a connection between HL use and Norwegian-ness and believes her ethnic identity
is strengthened by way of HL learning as well as participating in Norwegian heritage events such
as holidays and spending time at the Sons of Norway lodge in Ballard as she tells me in line 106.
The tension between political and ethnic identities of Norwegian Americans can happen en
masse as well as I experienced at the June 2018 Sons of Norway membership meeting.
Before the meeting, Norwegian song books were distributed. At the front of the hall, on
the stage where the podium at which the president stands during the meeting, stood the
American, Canadian, and Norwegian flags. My consultant informed me that at the beginning of
each meeting, it is customary to perform the Norwegian and American national anthems – but
tonight we only sang the Norwegian anthem due to time constraints. The singing of a national
anthem is indexically a political act for those with a political identity tied to the country in
question, but it can also serve as an act of ethnic identity for someone who is not necessarily
politically connected to a nation but ethnically connected to a heritage. Therefore, the Norwegian
ethnic identity of the Sons of Norway lodge members took precedence over the American and
Canadian political identities when time was limited. The American political identity, salient here
given this mélange of identities was occurring on American land, took a back seat in this cultural
pocket but that would not be acceptable in most other instances of the national anthem on US
soil. If there is only time for one national anthem, it stands to reason that the anthem pertaining
to the culture and heritage being celebrated would take priority.
The meeting was conducted entirely in English. We went over the minutes, lodge
business, awards, certificates for those who recruited new members, etc. My consultant got on
the piano and sang “Happy Birthday” to those individuals with a birthday in June. Later at
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Trollhaugen when I officially interview Olivia (NorAm, Gen 2), she mentions that she wants to
get the lodge to sing the birthday song in Norwegian instead of English thereby indicating an
ideological iconization of Norwegian language being important to the experience as a Norwegian
American. A connection with the ethnic identity being observed is important to Olivia when she
is at the Sons of Norway lodge and the taken for granted ideology that everyone knows the
words to “Happy Birthday” in English demonstrates that ease and swiftness of a shared political
identity and language dominates the ethnic identity because of the geographical location of this
moment in time.
Iconization of Authenticity Via Indexical Order
During the instance of participant observation described below, I uncover an intricate
language ideology that operates between HL learners and non-HL speakers of Norwegian which
is an iconization of authenticity. I describe how Silverstein’s (2003) idea of indexical orders
shapes an interaction between Norwegian Americans with varying degrees of HL knowledge and
individuals who come from Norway and speak the language fluently. Additionally, I examine
how this iconized ideology revolving around authenticity affects a HL learner’s ability to
establish confidence in their HL proficiency contingent on the degree of separation from a native
Norwegian speaker in their family.
My older sister (NorAm, Gen. 2) and I arrived at the Market Arms on the corner of NW
Market and 24th Ave in the Ballard neighborhood of Seattle, WA – a huge corner in the parade
route for Syttende Mai. We grabbed a couple pints of Danish Carlsberg beer and sat outside,
waiting for the fun to commence. As we were sitting outside the Market Arms, my sister’s friend
from college – born in Norway – came and sat with us. This was the first instance of hearing
Norwegian that day, it was not directed toward us but rather a side conversation had with another
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Norwegian speaker. In fact, I would come to find out that not much Norwegian language would
be directed at me that day though it would swirl around me like a cacophonous cloud I could
almost understand but not quite make out. When I overheard women speaking Norwegian in the
bathroom, I found myself wishing I had more time in the class at the language institute the
previous autumn. There was a mélange of languages throughout the noisy bar – some of which
could have been Danish or Swedish as some non-Norwegian Scandinavians tend to join in the
celebration as well.
The friend from outside the bar called it the “Seventeenth of May” rather than Syttende
Mai when we were chatting with her. Later, I spoke with another one of my sister’s native
Norwegian friends who also used the term “Seventeenth of May” so I inquired as to why she
wouldn’t say “Syttende Mai” and she replied by telling me she would use the Norwegian version
of the phrase with other Norwegian speakers, but to English speakers she uses English. She told
me that even if an American were to say “Syttende Mai” to her, she would still use “Seventeenth
of May” with that person.
As the evening progressed, I encountered more native Norwegian speakers who
confirmed they would use “Seventeenth of May” to me, an English speaker, but “Syttende Mai”
with a native Norwegian speaker. I noticed that even my sister who was a long-time friend of
some participants, she even minored in Norwegian at the same institution where she met them,
received the English version of the celebratory phrase.
I can see Kroskrity’s (2000) concept of “members’ language ideologies mediat[ing]
between social structures and forms of talk” at play here (21). In the situations above, HL and
non-HL Norwegian speakers’ language ideologies mediate, or connect, language identity and the
social world around them thereby determining when the usage of Norwegian is acceptable.
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Perhaps this is a sort of emblem that U.S. born, native English-speaking Norwegian Americans
create as an index of Norwegian-ness that they use to feel more Norwegian whereas native
Norwegian speakers use the English version of the phrase with Norwegian Americans. I wonder
if they are ascribing the same emblematic nature to the phrase in the converse, where using the
Norwegian version of “Syttende Mai” is reserved for native Norwegian speakers or individuals
who have presented enough evidence of Norwegian-ness to earn the use of it. The small sample
size I spoke with seemed to indicate this as true. One of those native Norwegian speakers told me
even if there was only one American – or native English speaker – in the room, they would use
the English “Seventeenth of May” rather than “Syttende Mai.”
Could it be a perpetuation of the CNLS determining who is and is not Norwegian enough
to speak Norwegian? Or is it a sign of respect to not use a phrase in another language in the
company of those who do not speak said language – despite it being the (un)official exclamation
for the holiday (“Hurra for Syttende Mai!”) I further explore this in the next section by
examining interview subjects’ preferred version of the phrase. During this conversation, other
native Norwegian speakers spoke over my head in Norwegian to order at the bar, indicating that
the space is available to Norwegian speakers and that Norwegian is to be expected in this
community of practice of people who are celebrating Norwegian Constitution Day which lands
on May 17th each year. Though speculation is entertaining, this is a question for further research
given the lack of first-hand confirmation from both native Norwegian speakers and HL learners
of Norwegian.
The above narrative acts as an example of Silverstein’s (2003) indexical order in the wild
where the routine “speaking the celebratory phrase for May 17 th to another person” presupposes
the nth order indexical that you are speaking to someone who celebrates that day which then
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entails that they know why you’re saying those words. This entailment of understanding then
becomes the presupposition of the n+1st indexical order that entails that the person understands
what the phrase spoken means. This understanding then presupposes the n+2nd order indexical
that entails a reaction of reciprocation, and so on.
Silverstein (2003) discusses different registers within a language and the hegemonic
nature of having a standard register to which an individual should strive resulting in anxiety of
speech indexing identity. I argue that in the case of Syttende Mai at the Market Arms in Ballard,
Norwegian and English may be considered registers under the same umbrella with regard to the
phrase “happy seventeenth of May/hurrah for Syttende Mai” because both versions of the phrase
are available as different ways of saying the same thing (Silverstein 2003, 220). Before getting to
the point where someone is speaking the celebratory phrase, the person aiming to do so much
first engage the indexical order resulting in the decision of which register to employ: English or
Norwegian. Through my speaking English to the native Norwegian speakers in the above
narrative, my actions indicated to them that they should use the English “Seventeenth of May”
instead of “Syttende Mai.” Here the nth order indexical includes the presupposition that at the
Market Arms on May 17th, 2019, there would be both English and Norwegian speaking patrons.
This indexical then entails that (as a native Norwegian speaker) an individual must determine
which language a person speaks before saying the celebratory phrase resulting in this becoming
the presupposition of the n+1st order indexical which entails speaking with the individual in
either English or Norwegian to gauge their reaction. This entailment then becomes the n+2nd
order indexical’s presupposition that whichever language they respond in will determine the
entailed appropriate language to use for the celebratory phrase thus becoming a new nth order
indexical from which the individual can go about saying the actual phrase.
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In an entirely separate environment, when I was speaking with Kevin (Nor, Gen. 0), a
native Norwegian speaker, and I asked about Syttende Mai, he used the English version in his
response to my question. In fact, it was not necessary for him to use the phrase at all in his
response, regardless of register as seen below:
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EL:
…Um, do you participate in like Syttende Mai and…?
KEV: I am the chairman for the Seventeenth of May.

It appears that Kevin (NorAm, Gen. 0) purposefully used the English version in his
response as a way of correcting me. Consequential of this realization, I examined how this
phrase was treated in my interviews and found that in the only other interview with a selfascribed fluent Norwegian speaker (NorAm, Gen. 1), I used the English version “Seventeenth of
May” (interview 11, line 32-33). I underwent a similar indexical process as the native Norwegian
speakers above in that I determined it was not appropriate for a native English speaker to use the
Norwegian register for that phrase because the last time I had done so with a fluent speaker, I
was corrected. The tension of political and ethnic identities is important in this situation because
politically Norwegian individuals are celebrating a national holiday – an intensely political act –
whereas Norwegian Americans are celebrating an ethnic, cultural event 14.
In these instances of Norwegian vs. English, the metapragmatics are both implicit and
explicit. The metapragmatic function is implicit when a native Norwegian speaker works through
the above indexical orders in their head to determine which language to use with an individual.
The explicit then comes when those same native Norwegians explain to me that they use the

14

There is a much bigger ideology operating here than I have the capacity to unpack, but I would like to explore
further in the future with more research and analysis.
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English version for determined English speaking Norwegian Americans and the Norwegian for
likewise native Norwegians.
The use of English vs. Norwegian in the instance above highlights the anxiety of identity
indexing because when a native Norwegian determines they should use the English register with
an individual, that individual has been marked as a non-native Norwegian and therefore
experiences less authentic Norwegian-ness. I can only evidence this claim with autoethnography
and by the way my heart sank when the native Norwegian speakers at the Syttende Mai
celebration used the English version with me and by the way I felt obligated to shift my register
in interview 11 – both occasions left me anxious to be marked as less Norwegian. The link to my
Norwegian-ness is precarious and I attempt to strengthen it by gathering every bit of language
and culture I can to prove my authenticity. The exploration of how Norwegian Americans
experience similar sociolinguistic situations would make for an interesting future study,
especially those invested in HL learning.
Performing Identity – The Norwegian Table Prayer
HLs are a unique case of semiotic processes through which speakers perform and index
identity via “intertextual relationships to past uses of language and to the sociocultural
knowledge which surrounds those past uses” (Ahlers 2017, 40). In the case of Norwegian, many
of the people I interviewed reported a drive to learn, speak and perform Norwegian-ness via
language was inspired by their ancestors and relatives who spoken the HL. Luke (NorAm, Gen.
2) told me that he chose to study Norwegian in college because it was conveniently offered at the
university he attended and expressed that he felt inclined to study the HL associated with him
“rather than something that might be useful for [him] in the future” (lines 52-53). Heritage is a
powerful influence on an individual’s identity and Luke expresses an indexical relationship to his
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HL’s power to persuade him to choose a path of study that was less useful in the greater society
and more meaningful in the community of practice of Norwegian heritage. When I asked Luke if
he believes speaking Norwegian has had an impact on his identity, this was his response:
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LUK: I think it has, a little bit, um, I mean, it’s not so much that it changed my outlook
on life but it more reaffirms my base, cause, I mean it’s kinda that connection to
this heritage that you’ve had and you’ve been told and now that you know some
of the language, you can see where it comes from, cause, I’ve always believed
that culture and language are intertwined, so, now knowing the language, I think
it’s better.

In his answer, Luke articulated how he sees language and culture as “intertwined” and that he
holds the ideology that there is an iconization of language equaling heritage-ness or Norwegianness. Additionally, he experiences an intertextualization of reaffirming his “base” and speaking
his HL helps him see where he came from and feeling a deeper connection with that heritage.
Ahlers (2017) presents the case of Native Californian languages and how intertextuality
operates within a shared heritage community via language thereby indexing identity of the
members of this community of practice. Although Norwegian is not endangered like Native
California languages, instances of heritage language shaping identity through complex
intertextuality occur in my data as well as seen in the example above. Ahlers’ research focuses
on how language endangerment results in rich semiotic instances of intertextuality that rely on a
shared community knowledge to extract meaning (2017). An instance of this intertextuality in
my data is similar to the example Ahlers (2017) gives of the Native Language as Identity Marker
speech style in which a Native Californian prayer is given and translated before and after a
speech entirely in English at ceremonies to frame “an otherwise English speech, setting it and the
English speech it frames apart from other English speech” (2017, 44). Such use of a framing
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speech act in the heritage language indicates to those who share community knowledge that the
following acts (speech, physical performance, or otherwise) will be of cultural (and semiotic)
significance – this indication to community members is possible through intertextuality.
At the June 2018 Sons of Norway membership meeting, the Trollhaugen Steak Fry, and
the Julebord (Christmas party) I encountered an instance of HL ritualistic, framing speech in the
form of a sung prayer before mealtime. The prayer is as follows:

1 I Jesu navn går vi til bords
2 Og spiser, drikker på ditt ord
3 Deg, Gud, til ære, oss til gavn
4 Så får vi mat i Jesu navn.
5 Amen.

In Jesus’ name to the table we go
To eat and drink according to his word.
To God the honor, us the gain,
So we have food in Jesus’ name.
Amen.15

At all three occurrences of this table prayer I experienced, the English translation was not
provided, and it was recited from memory by the participants. These are instances where
Norwegian Americans are using “language of heritage to do communicative work in public
settings” like the Native Californian speech that Ahlers discusses (2017, 43). At the Trollhaugen
Steak Fry, as I passed through to kitchen for my food, I saw this table prayer was framed and
hanging on the wall and was again only in Norwegian. The Norwegian table prayer can be sung
or said, all of the instances I experienced it was sung. Lastly, before diving into the rich
Christmas food, we once again sang the table prayer in Norwegian – by this time I was able to
mostly sing along. Akin to Ahlers’ (2017) occurrence of identity marking style speech, the
meeting, steak fry, and Julebord celebration all continued in English after this prayer.
There are multiple levels of semiosis happening with the Norwegian table prayer. It acts
as an emblem of Norwegian-ness in contexts where Norwegian-ness is expected. It is expected

15

(Norway at Home, n.d.)
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that if someone is attending a Norwegian event such as a membership meeting or a steak fry, that
person would have at least heard that prayer before if they have not already memorized it. I recall
a sense of familiarity with the table prayer when I first heard it at the membership meeting in
June. That feeling of knowing was concreted when I heard my father singing that prayer
alongside me at the Trollhaugen Steak Fry and furthermore when I smelt, saw, and felt all of the
familiar aspects of the Julebord I remembered I have most certainly heard that prayer, if not sung
it before with my farmor (grandmother). There is a strong entextualization happening with the
Norwegian table prayer in that it requires previous knowledge to participate, and it acts as a
“social memor[y] of community members” through which Norwegian identity may be
experienced (Ahlers, 2017, 43).
Additionally, while Norwegian culture has strong links to Lutheranism (Church of
Norway) and this doxology inherently includes heavy Christian elements, it is not necessarily
singularly for religious purposes anymore but rather serves more so as an icon of Norwegianness which demarcates the beginning of a meal at a Norwegian cultural event. Another instance
of a Norwegian heritage speech event for the purpose of performing identity is the singing of
Christmas songs in Norwegian at the Julebord celebration. An essential portion of the Julebord is
at the end of the evening when people dance around the Christmas tree while singing – at the
Julebord on December 8, 2018, one of the songs sung in Norwegian was “Silent Night.” The act
of dancing around the tree in conjunction with singing in Norwegian is an example of the
intertwining of language and culture that subject 15 mentioned. When the song concluded,
someone who sat at the same table as me, came back and mentioned how difficult it is to sing
harmoniously with others due to a difference in dialect thereby causing a barrier to identity
performance for this person.
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Throughout my research I encountered numerous individuals both HL and non-HL
Norwegian speakers reporting issues understanding other Norwegian speakers cross-dialectally.
At the June membership meeting, I chatted with two women during which one of them made a
comment about how difficult it is to speak Norwegian at the lodge because everyone has a
different dialect or accent. John (NorAm, Gen. 1) expresses a concern that he speaks Eastern
Norwegian that he learned in Oslo whereas most Norwegian speakers he meets are from Western
Norway which creates issues with intelligibility cross-dialectically. He describes these
differences as “specific heritage[s]…not just Norwegian, but Eastern, Western, Northern, etc.”
(line 41). A barrier to speaking Norwegian is the ideological perspective that the difference
within the language community is too great to promote interlocution.
Kevin (NorAm, Gen. 0) who was born in Norway, discusses the different fjords in
Norway and the development of each fjord’s own dialect due lack of transportation and
communication; and he tells me that he has trouble understanding people from the Lofoten area
even though “they speak fluent Norwegian and [he] speak[s] fluent Norwegian” (lines 47-48).
Additionally, the CNLS appears to be at play when Kevin claims he has a “weird accent” despite
evidence to suggest unequal validity across dialects. Regardless of barriers, though, the
Norwegian table prayer prevails across all dialects as a marker of ceremony in mealtime.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
However small the percentage of overall communication relies on verbal transmission;
linguistic repertoire remains paramount in the language identity of HL learners. Tensions
between cultural belonging through mimetic means and honoring heritage through alterity aid in
the creation of the HL learner as more than just a speaker but a member of a community of
practice. Heritage is a complex political construct that can be formed through language
performance but not all heritages are treated equally. Unfortunately, heritage and the celebration
of it is not a right as it should be but rather a privilege awarded to those belonging directly or
ancestrally to a political group not victimized by racism and prejudice. Northern European
descendants, specifically in the US, historically were and currently are given space for their
heritage and correlating HL whereas groups such as the Latinx are not afforded the same
courtesy. I have explored some ways in which different heritages are treated politically and
socially in particular with regard to language. Norwegian as a heritage and language lives
comfortably in the US political landscape and does not face racialization for merely existing.
Given the importance of language for the maintenance of identity, the existence of the
CNLS is not surprising. With self-perceived pressures to uphold linguistic links to heritage, a
lack of confidence in perceived proficiency works against the progress of the HL learner.
Norwegian American HL learners use language and cultural events to strengthen the degree of
Norwegian-ness they experience while non-HL learners face tensions between political and
ethnic identity. Strong, intricate language ideologies such as a proximity to a native Norwegian
speaker alongside stance create the CNLS that causes a sense of inauthenticity for HL
Norwegian speakers. Iconization of a table prayer or a celebratory phrase result in emblems of
Norwegian-ness. Although barriers of mutual unintelligibility inhibit Norwegian speakers at
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times, the language and culture still thrive in the United States unlike minority HL communities
and endangered languages which experience obstructions of systemic prejudice and othering
preventing success.
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Appendix A
Interview guide
Questions are intended as prompts and may lead to follow up questions developed during the
interview.
*Reminder: you can skip any question*
Demographic information
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is your age?
What is your gender?
Where did you grow up?
Which of the following best describes you?
a. One or both parents were born in Norway
b. One or both grandparents were born in Norway
c. One or more great-grandparents were born in Norway
d. Norwegian-born ancestors before great-grandparental generation.
5. How long have you been speaking/practicing Norwegian? (Even just a few words or
phrases).
6. How did you learn Norwegian?
a. At home/family relation
i. If so, who?
b. Formal schooling
i. If so, where?
c. Individually, via books, an online service, or a data application
i. If so, what did you use?
d. Other – traveling, exchange student, exchange student girlfriend, etc.
Semi-structured interview prompts (sub-prompts are optional, and primarily for guidance for the
interviewer)
7. How do you use your Norwegian language skills? (how often, in what context)
a. Can you give me some examples of times you have used Norwegian?
8. How would you describe your confidence in your Norwegian language skills?
9. What events or activities have you participated in where Norwegian is spoken?
10. Are people expected to be very fluent when they speak Norwegian at these events?
a. Can you use English?
b. Why might you use English, rather than Norwegian?
11. What led you to study Norwegian?
a. how did you choose the method of language learning you used?
b. why did you want to study Norwegian?
12. What sorts of Norwegian-culture activities do you participate in?
a. Do you participate in community events such as Syttende Mai or Julebord? If so,
do you use Norwegian at these events?
b. Do you spend any time at the Sons of Norway Lodge or the Nordic Heritage
Museum?
13. Has speaking Norwegian had an impact on your own identity?
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Appendix B - Recruitment Flyer

Are you a 2nd or 3rd generation Norwegian-American?
Take part in a research study on your Norwegian heritage and culture!
One of the most important aspects of culture and heritage is language.
Else Lindsey is a graduate student at Western Washington University and fellow
Norwegian-American. She is exploring why 2nd and 3rd generation Norwegian-Americans
are learning and using Norwegian in Seattle, WA.
Scandinavian culture thrives in this pocket of the Pacific Northwest, and this study aims
to explore this vibrant cultural scene by examining its language use. Understanding how
people maintain their ancestral language can offer vital clues for sustaining global
linguistic diversity.
Participation in this study may provide you with a deeper insight into your relationship
with your Norwegian heritage.

Participation includes 1 interview (30-45 mins).
Please contact the researcher, Else Lindsey for more information.
Email: lindsee@wwu.edu
Phone: 509.688.4823

